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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
The idea of codifying the laws of war in their entirety originated
with the late Dr. Francis Lieber, professor of political science and
international law at Columbia University, New York. He was also
the author of the code approved by President Lincoln, after having
been examined with gre~tt care by General Halleck, himself a high
authority upon the laws and usages of war, which was formulated
in 1863 as General Orders, No. 100, for the government of the armies
of the United S.tates in the field. This order, as was said by M. de
Martens at The Hague, has remained the basis of all subsequent
efforts in the direction of the humanization of war.
The annexe to The Hague convention, which embodi~s the Rules
of War on Land is derived, in great part, from the codification of the
Rules of War on Land which was prepared by the Institute of International Law, and which was recommended for adoption by that
body at itS annual session at Oxford on September 9, 1890.
As a tentative code had been prepared at the suggestion of the
institute and had been made the subject of exhaustive discussion at
several of its annual meetings in the city of Brussels, where its
permanent bureau is located, the rules so prepared have become generally known as the "Brussels rules."
If the Brussels rules be read in connection with those framed by
The Hagl.Ie conference, the resemblances will be instantly apparent;
as a considerable number of the Brussels articles were adopted, without substantial change, in the articles of The Hague convention
which' relate to the methods in which the operations of war on land
are required to be conducted.
But there are some articles of The Hague convention which are
entirely new and were not even suggest~d by the Brussels draft. To
this class belong articles 14 and 16~ relating to the bureau of information in respect 4> prisoners of war; article 15, which relates to the
activities of relief associations for the amelioration of the condition of
prisoners of war; article 17, in respect to the pay of commissioned
officers who are in a status of captivity; article 18, in relation to religious privileges at camps of internment; article 19, respecting the wills
of prisoners of war; article 50, in respect to the imposition of collective penalties; and articles 57 to 59, regulating the internment of
prisoners of war by neutral states. The requirements of the articles
above named represent a distinct and positive advance in the procedure of international law, and, if they have been found to work well
in the several wars which have taken place since the convention was
adopted, they should be allowed to continue in force.
5
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THE RULES OF WAR ON LAND.
SECTION--.
CHAPTER - - ,- .
ARTICLE
.\UTICLI'l

I.

I.

In this article the rule in respect to the
forces that may be employed in military operations on land seems to be correctly stated. The
requirement of paragraph 2 in respect to the
use of a "distinctive emblem recognizable at a
distance " has been found to be somewhat difficult of execution owing to the greatly increased
1·ange of modern small arms. The rule came into
considerable prominence during the FrancoPrnssian war of 1870, growing out of the employment of certain newly organized levies by
the French Government which was objected to
by the Gennans, the objection being carried to
the point of resorting to retaliatory measures
with a view to constrain the French Government to discontinue their employment.
If it is the purpose of the rule to require individual members of
the combatant forces of a belligerent· to wear a badge which can be
recognized at a distance equal to that covered by the range of small
arms, then the rule as it stands is practically impossible of execution.
That range is now so gre:1t thnt tLc in ~~ividual combatant can only
be distinguished with great difficulty, even at mid ranges, so that a
badge, however striking, would not enable the enemy to know at the
extreme small-arm ranges whether individuals who were operating
against him were or were not provided with proper distinctive badges.
The rule is complied with, however, if a badge "r('cog11iznble at n.
distance " is worn; it may or may not enable the enemy to as~ertain
the composition of the forces operating in his front, but he is not in
a position to demand more rigorous or exact compliance than is
expressly stated in the article.
It will be observed that the article is silent in respect to the employment of individuals of uncivilized or partly civilized races, that
being a matter which continues to be regulated by the general laws
of war.
The laws, rights, and dutleR of war apply not only to
armies, but also to militia
and volunteer corps, fulfilling
the following conditions :
1. To be commanded by a
person responsible ·for his
subordinates ;
2. To have a fixed dlstlnctlve emblem recognizable at
a distance;
3. To cat·ry arms openly ;
and
4· To conduct their operatlons In accordance with the
laws and customs of war.
In countries wh«>re militia
or volunteer corps constitute
the army, or torm part ot
It, they are lnclud«>d under
the denomination " army."
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ARTICLE

II.

II.

In the gradual formation. of the rules of
international law which re~late the composition of the military forces of a belligerent
the civilized states of the world have arranged
themselves into two groups or chisses: ( 1)
The great continental powers, like Germany,
France, and Russia, whose armies are recruited by conscription, and who maintain
large military establishments in time of peace.
It is the desire of these powers to encounter in war the similar permanent establishments of the enemy. For that t·eason they have always
opposed the use of militia and volunteers and of levees en masse.
(2) The states which maintain small standing armies, and who desire
in time of war to make use of all the defensive elements which their
population contains. In this category fall England, the United
8tates, the Scandinavian states, and the smaller European powers,
who insist upon the right to employ militia and volunteers and in
the event of invasion to use the whole adult male population in the
form of a levee en masse in resisting the invasion of their territories.
It thus appears that this article embodies a compromise between
the two classes of states of whicp. mention has been made; it contains all that the small states can reasonably ask for, in that it
<'nables them to quickly augment their permanent establishments.
In its application to the great continental powers the compromise
becomes apparent in the requirements respecting the command, discipline, and uniform of the forces that may be employed in war
and in the manner in which their military operations shall be conducted. Although the language used in this article is very general,
it is proper to note that it is not regarded by the Government of the
Swiss Confederation as including a levee en masse, and for that
reason that Government has thus far withheld its approval of the
convention.
ARTICLE

The population Qf a territory wblcb bas not been occupied who, on the enemy's
approach, spontaneously take
up arms to resist the InvadIng troops, without having
time to organize themselves
In accordance with Article I,
shall be regarded a belligerent, It they-respect the laws
and customs of war.

ARTICLE

III.

It is a well established rule both of international and municipal law that the citizens
or subjects of two states which occupy the
status of belligerents become legal enemies as
a consequence of the existence of a state of
war. That is, each citizen of one belligerent
becomes the legal enemy of every citizen of the other and, for that
reason, has no standing in its courts. But .this status is legal, not
ARTICLE

III.

The armed forces of the
belligerent parties may consist of combatants and noncombatants. In case of capture by the enemy both have
a right to be treated as prlsoners of war.
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·actual, and hostile operations can only be carried on in behalf of
<>ach belligerent by military forces composed of the classes named and
described in Articles I and II.
In Article III the armed forces which it is permissible to nse in
war are still further classified into combatants and noncombatants:
The foriner class includes the ojficers and enlisted men of the several
branches of the line, who are included in the infantry, cavalry, and
nrtillery arms of the service, together with such special troops of the
staff, including engineers, signal corps men, etc., as are maintained
in most, if not all, modern armies. In the class of noncombatants fall
chaplains, medical officers, and officers of the intendance or supply
departments, together with a very considerable class of civilian
employees who habitually accompany armies in the field an~ ~n
tribute to its efficiency or minister to its necessities by rendering
:>el.'vice as teamsters, packers, wagon masters, tele~aph and cable
operators, employees on railway trains and steamers, ele,c tricians,
mechanics, and the like. It is the purpose of Article III to give to
individuals of all these classes who fall into the hands of the enemy
the privileges and immunities which are accorded to prisoners of
war in the several articles of Chapter II. Artic~e III seems to be
satisfactory in its present shape ~tnd does not, in my opinion, stand
in need of change. It is proper to remark that in Article I of the
Geneva Convention of 1906 similar terms of inclusion are used with
respect to the noncombatant employees who accompany all armies in
the field in the declaration that " officers, soldiers, and other persons
('ttaclted to armies who are sick or wounded shall be respected and
cared for, etc."
CHAPTER H.-Prisoners of War·.
ARTICLE
~HAPTER

IV.

II.-On Prisoners

The several articles of this chapter make
ample provision for the treatment of those inARTICLE JV.
dividuals of the enemy who occttpy the status
Prisoners of war are In of prisoners of war, but it is nowhere atthe power of the hostile Gov~rnment, but not in that of tempted to define that status, or to indicate
the Individuals or·corps who the method or manner in which an individual
captured them.
They must be humanely of the enemy passes from the status of a comtreated.
batant or noncombatant in the forces of the
. All their personal belongIngs, except arms, horses, enemy to that of a prisoner of war. In the
and military papers remain practice of prize courts it is sometimes nectheir property.
essary for the court to review the incidents
attending the capture of a neutral vessel which is conveying contraband to the enemy or has attempted to enter or leave a blockaded port.
But no such necessity exists in connection with the capture of indiof War.
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vidual combatants in a war on land. For that reason the article
is properly silent as to these incidents, leaving the validity of the
capture to be determined by the laws of war.
·
It is the purpose of the first paragraph of Article IV to prohibit
private ransom, a practice which has become practically obsolete.
Paragraph 2 provides, in very general terms, for the treatment of
prisoners of war, and paragraph 3 exempts all their private property
and belongings from capture or seizure, with the exception of the
articles which are expressly excepted or excluded from the operation
of the article: that i~. horses and arms and military or official, as
distinguished from private and perso.nal, papers.
The article is conceived in a properly humane spirit and recognizes
the fundamental·rule thatThe right to kill or Injure an indh·idual of the enemy ceases to ~xist the
moment he lays down his nrms, .or surrendet•s, or asks for quarter. After such
surrender the opposing belligerent has no power over his life unless new rights
are given by s~Hne attempts at resistance. (Halleck, Chap. XX. sec. 6.)

The Geneva Convention of 1906 authorizes the commanding generals of the opposing forces, in the operation of agre~ments to that
end, to c9nfer special privileges and immunities upon prisoners of
war who are sick or wounded; but that convention expressly provides, however, that all sick or wounded .belonging to an army in the
field who fall into the hands of the enemy shall occupy the status
of prisoners of war. The requirements of Article IV, above stated,
are largely declaratory in character and as such do not seem to stand
in need of amendment.
ARTICLE
AancLE

v.

It is

WQll

v.

established that a prisoner of war

Prisoners of war may be i~ not a criminal, and that such measures of
Interned In a town, fortress, detention as may be adopted by his Captor are
camp, or any other locality,
and bound not to go b<'yond resorted to for the sole purpose of preventing
certain flxf'd limit.-~; but they his escape. It is equally well established that
can only be confined as an
Indispensable measure of it is the duty of a prisoner of war to escape,
safety.
if he can, and rejoin the forces from which
he has been ~eparated as a result of his capture. The word
" interned," as used in Article V, obviously relates to such reasonable
duress as may be imposed on a prisoner with a view to prevent his
escape. The clause which recognizes the right to impose an obligation upon prisoners of war not to go beyond certain fixed limits or
bounds relates to the pow.er to impose a "parole," a term which is
well understood in those rules of war which regulate the pacific
intercourse of belligei·ents, in the operation of whieh a prisoner is
exempted from surveillance on giving his promise not to pass beyond
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the limits and bounds named in his parole. The pledg~ known to the
laws of war as a " parole" is an undertaking given to his captor
by a prisoner of war, and is usually, though not always, reduced to
writing. A parole may be given at any time by a commissioned
officer, but can only be given by enlisted men under exceptional
circumstances, a parole in their behalf being given upon a proper
occasimi by their immediate commanding officers.
The belligerent government may also, in its discretion, .forbid
persons in its military service to give their paroles.
Good fqith and humanity ought to preside over the execution of
those commands which are designed to mitigate the evils of war,
without defeating its legitimate purposes. (Vattel, liv. III, ch. 8,
sec. 151; Wheaton, part 4, ch. 2, sec. 3; Halleck, ch. 18, sec. 11.) •
It may be remarked that the language used in Article V does not
operate either to extend or to restrict the existing practice in the
matter of giving and receiving paroles, wliich will be regulated in the
future as in the past by the general requirements of the laws of war:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.

VI.

This Hticle is new, or, to speak with a little

The State mar utilize the greater accuracy, it recognizes the revival of
labor ot prisoners of war ac- an old practice,_ which has generally been recording to thl'ir rank and
aptitude. Their tasks shall garded as obsolescent, if not obsolete. There·
not be excessive. and s hall is some authority for the view that prisoners
have nothing to do wit h the
of war were employed in the construction of
m!lltary operations.
Prisoners may be author- certain nonmilitary public works of France
!zed to work for the Public
Service. tor private persons. in the seventeenth century. I ~an find no au· more recent
h owever, ut
·
d mstance,
·
tl1enhcate
or on their own account.
w ork done cor the Stat<'
shall be paid Cor according times in which it has been attempted to em'
f h
k
bl'
h
1
to the tariffs In for ce for
soldiers of the national army p oy t em on pu lC wor s o t e captors
state. Doctor Lieber regards the practice as
employed on similar t a sks.
f or t h e G overn·
· I nstruct10ns
h lS
When the work Is for 1 · ·
other branches of the Public egthmate,
Servlce or for private.. per- ment of Armies in the Field containing the
t t o th e emp)oyment of
t ·
·
sons, the conditions shall be
settled In agreement with reqmr<.>men , m respec
, prisoners, thatthe military authorities.
The wages of the prisonPrisoners of war may be required to work for the
ers shall go t owards ImprovIng their position, and the benefit of the captor's government, according to their
ba lance shall be paid theni rank and condition. (Par. 76, G. 0., 100, A. G. 0.,
at the time of their relea se,
after deducting the cost of 1863. )
their maintenance. ·

But it was never attempted, either by the
Federal or Confederate military authorities, to require prisoners in
their commands to perform any other labor than was necessary in
the preparation of their food, the care of the sick, and the police and
sanitation of the camps or prisons in which they were confined.
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The regulations prepared by Gen. Winfield Scott, which were in
force in the United States Army from 1825 to 1835, and which
embodied the practice of the United States Government in the matter
of prisoners of war, provided that709. Prisoners taken from the enemy, from the moment that they yield them,;eh·es. nnd as long as they obey the necessury orders given them, are under the
safeguard of the national faith and honour. They will be treated at all times
with e\;ery Indulgence not Inconsistent with their safe-keeping. and with good
orde1· among them. Olficers In whose powe1· they are, will bear In mind, und
recall to the mind of the soldier, that com·age Is honomed by generosity; and It
, Is expected that the American army will ulways be slow to retalhlte, on the
unarmed, acts of rigour or cruelty committed by the enemy-In the chm·itable
hope of recalling the latter to a sense of justice and humanity by a mugnanlmous forbearance.
714. Prisoners of wnr tn depot, if numerous, will be organized into battalions,
nnd placed under a proper number of non-commissioned officers, selected from
their own body, who will be ebarged with the interiOI' police of the battalions
and conipanles ; subject, of course, to the orders of the C9mmander of the depot
(Art. 59, Gen. Regulations for the Army, 1825.)

. I have also been unable to find that compulsory labor was required
of prisoners of war by the German Government during the FrancoPrussian war, or by the Russian or Japanese governments during the
recent operations in Manchuria.
General Halleck assigns the true reason for the rule which authorizes a belligerent to require labor to be performed by prisoner;; oi
war in a statement in Chapter XVIII of his International Law, in
which it is said thatIn all cnses where the circumstances prevent an exchange of prisoners of
war. or render It lmpo~ible for them to receive the means of support from their
own state. it II'! the duty of the captor to fmnish them with subsistence; for
humanity would forbid his allowing them to suffer or starve. But if their own
government should l'efuse to muke urmngements for their support. exchange,
or release, and if the captor should give them sufficient liberty to enable them to
earn their own support, his responsibility ceases. and whatever sufferings may
result, are justly chargeable upon their own government. Under ordinary circumstances, jlrisoners of war are not required to labor beyond the usual pollee
duty of camp and garrison; but where their own state refuses, or willfully
neglects to provide for their releuse or support, it is not unreasonable In the
cailtor to require them to pay with their labor for the subsisten<'e which he
furnishes them. But this can be done only in extreme cases, and even then
they should be treated kindly and with mlldue!'IS, and no degrading or very
onerous labo1· should be lmpm;ed on them. All harshness and unnecessary
severity would be contrary to the modern laws of war. ( Halle<·k, Int. Law,
ell. 18, sec. 15. )

It is a well-established fact that wherHer prisoners are collected
in large numbers small industries are set up amongst them, and
efforts are put forth to manufacture articles and trinkets of one kind
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or another to sell to visitors and to the public in g~neral. This work is
voluntary, however, and is undertaken in part to pass the time and in
part to obtain the means to alleviate the hardships of confinement, as
to purchase tobacco, underclothing, and other necessary articles which
are not supplied to prisoners of war by the government which holds
them in captivity.
As the rule as stated in the article is derived from the statements
of text writers, who assert the abstract right of a belligerent to require prisoners of war to render such services as will reimburse him,
wholly or in part, for the cost of their support, rather than from wellauthenticated instances in which such work has actually been required, there are some provisions of the article which are not entirely
clear. The cl'ause in the first paragraph, " The state may utilize,"
etc., and .the similar clause beginning in the next paragraph,
" Prisoners may be authorized to work," etc., indicate a permissive
authority to employ their services, but the use of the word '' tasks " in
line 3 savors strongly of duress. The power to compel implies the
power to punish, when an order or direction requiring prisoners to
perform specific tasks not connected with their comfort an'd maintenance, as to prepare food, or to perform the necessary police work
with a view to the proper sanitation of prison camps, has been given
and is not obeyed.
It may truthfully be said that the article is not clearly drawn and,
if rigorously applied, is likely to furnish occasion for considerable
variation in interpretation. If it be conceded, however, that prisonE>rs of war may be required to render nonvoluntary service to their
<'aptors, and we have the high authority of General Halleck in support of the view that such a right exists, no objection is seen to the
method of obtaining and compensating such services which is prescribed in the article, and for that reason no amendment is suggested.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.

Tbe
Government
Into
whose bands prisoners of
war have fallen Is bound
to maintain them.
Falling a special agret'ment
between tbe belllgeren ts,
prisoners of war shall be
treated as regards food,
quarters, and clotblng, on
tbe same footing as tbe
troops of tbe Government
wblcb bas captured them.

VII.

It is a well-recognized rule of international
law that it is the duty of a belligerent to support the members of its military establishment
at all times and under all conditions of serv~e,
and this obligation is not changed or diminished by the fact that some of the members
of its combatant forces are, for the time, in
a status of captivity. General Halleck says
as to this:

Vattel places the duty of a state to support its
subjects, while prlsonere In the bands of an enemy, upon the · same grounds
as Its duty to provide for their ransom and release. Indeed, a neglect, or refusal,
.

.
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to do so, would seem to be even more criminal than a neglect. or refusal, to
1•rovide tor their exchange; for the exigencies of the war may make it the temporary poliey of the state, to dedine au exchange, but nothing can exeuse it in
Iea,·ing its subjects to suffer in an enemy's country, without any fault of their
own. when the state bus the means of relieving them from the misfortune In
which they are involved, b~· acting in its service and by supporting its cause.
It follows, therefore. that although a state may properly, under certain circumstanc-es, refuse to exchange itR p1·isoners, it cannot, wiqwut a violation of moral
duty, neglect to make the proper and necessary nl'rnngemeut for their support
while they nre thus retained, by a captor who is willing to exchange them.
(Halleck, Int. Law, Ch. XVIII, .sec. 14; Vattel, liv. 3, ch. 8, sec. 154.)

The existing rule of international law in respect to the support of
prisoners is embodied in the article above cited, and no reason is
seen for its modification. The article charges the captor's government with the immediate duty of supporting such prisoners as fall
into its hands during the pendency of military operations: 1Vhether
the ultimate cost shall fall upon the belligerent by whom the prisonf.•rs are held in captivity or upon the belligerent to whose army the
prisoners pertain, or shall be equitably apportioned between them,
is a matter to be provided for in a treaty of peace.
ARTICLE VIII.

It has been seen that the restraint imposed
PriMners of war shall be upon a prisoner constitutes mere detention
subject to the laws, regula- and has no penal or punitive character. There
tlons, and orders In force In
the army of the state Into are certain offenses, however, which a prisoner
whose hands they have may commit for which there is a conceded
fall<'n. · Any act of Insubordination warrants the adop- liability to punishment. Insubordination is
tlon, as regards them, of one of them, and ordinary criminal offenses,
such measures of severity as
f
·
may be necessary.
whether elonies or misdemeanors, fall into
Escaped prisoners, recap- the same category.
tured before they have sueI · h d
f
·
f
cel'ded In rejoining their
t lS t e uty o a prisoner to escape, i he
army, or before quitting the can, but it is equally the duty of his captor
tl'rrltory occupied by the
·
Th
1
·
h
army that captured them, to prevent It.
e ru e respectmg t e treatare liable to disciplinary ment of prisoners who have unsuccessfully atpunishment.
Prisoners who, after sue- tempted to escape an d h ave been recapture d
ceedtng In escaping are has always been that the rigor of their conagain taken prisoners, are fi
be ·
d
d h
1
not liable to any punishment nement may
mcrease , an t at t 1e captor
tor the previous flight.
may regulate the severity of his measures of
detention in proportion to the prisoner's ingenuity or activity in
attempting to escape. The second paragraph of Article VIII authorizes the imposition of "disciplinary punishment" upon prisoners
who have escaped, but have been recaptured. In the military service
of the United States a "disciplinary punishment" is one imposed
for a minor neglect or violation of duty, and consists in a rebuke or
AaTICLE VIII.
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reprimand, or in a deprivation of privileges, or the requiring of
extra fatigue, and the like, and includes a class of punishments
which are imposed in the course of military administration, usually
by company commanders, but which are less serious in kind or
amount than would be imposed by a court-martial or other tribunal
having a jurisdiction prescribed by law. The term "peines disciplinaires," as used in the original French text, seems to have much
the same meaning that is assigned to it in our own military service
and may safely be given the same interpretation.
•
That this interpretation is in harmony with the views of the conference is indicated by the discussion which was had in connection with
the adoption of the article. After some debate it was considered, as
in the rules of the Brussels conference of 1874, thatConcerning Article 8 a long discussion took pla<·e in the Committee on the subject of the ·escape of prisoners of war. Ji'innlly it was admitted, as In the
Brussels Convention of 18i4, that an attempt at escape could not remain
entirely unpunished, but that the degree of punishment should be limited, so as
to forestall the temptation to regard such an attempted escape as something
similar to desertion before the enem~·. and therefore punishable by death. In
com;equence, the restrlcth·e words "dlsciplinat·y punishment" were adopted, it
being understood that this restriction bad no application to cases where the
escape or the attempt to escape was accompanied by special circumstances,
constituting, for example, a plot, a rebellion, or a riot. In such cases the prisoners would be punishable under the first paragraph of the Article, declarin~
them to be subject to the laws and regulations in force in the anny of the State
Into whose hands they have fallen. .
.
The proposal of the Brussels Conference contained the pro,·ision that It was
).oermissible, after a summons to halt, to use arms against an escaping prisoner
of war. This provision was stt·icken out of the present Articles. The Com-mittee did riot deny the right to fire on an escaping prisoner of war. If military
regulations so provided, but It did not seem necessary or proper to provide
such formal e?Ctreme measures in the body of these Articles. (Holl's The
Peace Conference at The Hague, pp. 146, 147.)
ARTICLE

IX.

IX.

This is a humane statement of the rule governing disclosures that may properly be required of prisoners of war when interrogated
in respect to their names and military designations at or soon after their capture. The
curtailment of privileges which may be im·
posed f or a f a1'l i1re to con f orm to t h e reqmrements of this article is a matter which involves inconvenience and
discomfort to an officer who declines to disclose his name and rank,
but goes no further, as it imposes no disgrace or humiliation and
authorizes no punishment of a penni character to be imposed upon a
prisoner of war.
ARTICLlll

Every prisoner of war. If
questioned, Is bound to de·
clare his true name and
rank, and If he disregards
this rule, he Is liable to a
curtailment of the advant'\ges accorded to the prlsoners of war of his class.
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ARTIOLE
\
ARTICLE

X.

X.

This article authorizes the release of pris-

Prisoners of war may be oners upon parole and enjoins obedience to
set at liberty on parole It
the engagements of their respective paroles;
the Jaws of their country
authorize It, and, in such a it also forbids their own government to recase, they are bound, on
quire any duty of paroled prisoners which is
their personal honour, scrupulously to fulfill, both as inconsistent with the terms of any paroles
regards their own Governwhich they may have given to the enemy at
ment and the Government
the
time of their enlargement. The article
by w!lom they were made
prisoners, the engagements
embodies
the rules of international law on the
they have contracted.
subject
to
which it relates as they now exist,
In such cases, their own
Government shall not re- and for that reason no revision is suggested.
qu.lre of nor ac<lE'pt from
them any service Incompatible with the parole given .
ARTIOLE

XI.

This article embodies a well-known rule of
international law. That is, .a belligerent can
not compel a commissioned officer to give a
the hostile Government Is parole, either for himsel'f or for the enlisted
not obliged to assent to the
prisoner's request to be set men under his comm~nd ; on the other hand,
at liberty on parole.
the belligerent who has prisoners of war in
custody is not obliged to accede to their requests or demands to be
allowed to give their paroles for the purpose of obtaining an enlargement of their limits of confinement or with a view to allow them to
return to their own country under the usual pledge not to take part in
military operations against the government that has accepted their
pledges. The acceptance of pledges from prisoners of war is entirely
a matter of discretion with the government in whose hands they are.
ARTICLE

XI.

A prisoner of war can not
be forced to accept his liberty on parole ; similarly

ARTICLE

XII.

In this article the existing rule of international law in respect to the penalty for breach
of parole is correctly stated. The article applies to the extreme case--that in which a
prisoner of war who has been set at liberty
in the operation of a parole is captured with
arms in his hands before he has been regularly excha,nged or is shown to have rendered
active military service inconsistent with his parole. In such a case
the penalty of death may be inflicted, upon conviction by a military
tribunal having jurisdiction of the offense.
AaTICLE

XII.

Any prisoner of war, who
Is liberated on parole and
recaptured, bearing arms
against the Government to
whom he had pledged his
honor, or against the allies
ot that Government, forfeits
his right to be treated as a
prisoner of war, and can be
brought before the Courts.
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XIII.

XIII.

This article applies to certain persons 1 who
Individuals who follow an accompany armies in the field and who, in
army without directly be·
11 k
"
longing to It, such as news- our service, are genera y
nown as camp
paper correspondents and followers.'' The article particularly applies
reporters, sutlers, contract}
f 11
·
ors, who fall Into the ene- to sue 1 camp o owers as are In no way conmy's hands, and whom the nected with the military establishment and
latter think tit to detain, f
have a right to be treated as
orrn no part of t h e nu'1'Itary f orces of t h e
prisoners of war, provided state whose armies they accompany. Article I
they can produce a certltl- of The Hague rules i.s broadly drawn . and by
cate from the military authorltles of the army they reasonable intendment may be held to include
were accompanying.
within its operation a considerable.nuinber of
noncombatants who, as teamsters, wagon and forage masters, packers, guides, interpreters, mechanics, electricians, etc., habitually
accompany and form a part of an army in the field_ The persons
belonging to the classes last named, though not subject to the articles
of war or to military discipline in the strict sense of the term~ are
fully subject to military control and, if employed with an army of
the United States in time of wa~, may be .tried by court-martial. It
is presumed that the same classes accompany foreign armies in active
service and are similarly amenable to milital·y control. It will be
noted, however, that the persons named in the article,.. not being civil
employees, are not entitled to the status of prisoners of war in conformity to the express terms of Article III, but are accorded that
status as a matter of right if the belligerent into whose hands they
fall sees fit to detain. them, as he is empowered to do in the article.·
I can see no reason for the revision of this article unless the requirements of Article I of the Geneva Convention of 1906 be incorporated
in it as an amendment. That article provides:
Officers, soldiers, and other persons officially attached to armies, who are sick
or wounded, shall be respected and cared for, without distinction of nationality,
by the belligerent in whose power they are.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

XIV.

XIV.

This is a new article, and I understand that

A Bureau for Information no particular difficulties were entertained in
relative to prisoners of war
Is Instituted, on the com- its enforcement during the recent operations
mencement of hostilities, In in Manchuria.
each of the belllgeren t States
In the Geneva Convention of July 6, 1906,
and, when necessary, In the
neutral countries on whose the following articles appear in relation to the
territory belllgeren ts ba ve
treatment of the sick and wounded in war on
been received. This Bureau
Is Intended to answer all In- land:
quiries about prisoners of
As soon as possible each belligerent shall forward
war, and Is furnished by the
various services concerned to the authorities of their country or army the marks
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·with all the necessary lnfor- or military pnpet'S of identification found upon the
m!ltlon to enable It to keep bodies of the dead, together with a Jist of names of
an Individual return for each
prisoner of war. It Is kept the sick and wounded taken in charge by him.
Belligerents will keep each other mutually advised
Informed of Internments and
changes, as well as of ad- of internments nod trunsfers. together with admismissions Into hospital, and sions to hospitals and deaths which occur muong the
·deaths.
sick and wounded in theh· hands. They will (~llect
It Is also the duty of the
Information Bureau to re- all objects of personal use, valuables, letters, etc.,
ceive and collect all objects which are found upon the field of battle, or have been
of personal Ul<e, valuables, left by the Mick or wor~nded who have died in saniletters, &c., found on the
battletlelds or left by prison- tary formation~ or other estahli~hments, for transers who have died In hos- miRsion to Jlersons in interest through the authorities
pital or ambulance, and to of their own country.
tl'an~mit them to those Interested.
ARTICLE
ARTICLIII XV.

Relief Societies for prisoners of war, which are regularly constituted In accordance with the law of the
country~ with the object of
serving as the 'intermediary
for charity, shall receive
from the belligerents for
themselves and their duly
accredited agents every facility, within the bounds of
military rl'qulrements and
Administrative Regulations,
for the etrectlve accomplishment of their humane task.
Delegates of these Societies
may be admitted to the
places of Internment for the
distribution of relief, as
;also to the halting places
of repatriated prisoners, If
furnished with a personal
permit by the military authorities, and on giving an
engagement In writing to
comply with all their Regulations for order and police.

XV.

The corresponding artiG}e of the Geneva
Convention of 1906 contains the following requirements in respect to the organization and
activity of volunteer aid societies:
ART. 10. T/le personnel of ,·olunteer nld societies,
duly recognized and authorized by their own governments, who are employed in the sanitary formations
nn<l establishment~ of nrmies, are nssimilated to the
personnel contemplated in the preceding nrtide, upon
condition that the said perso1inel shall be subject to
military laws and regulations.
Each state shall make known to the other, either
In time of penee or at the oJwning, or during the
progress of hostilities, and .In nny ease before aetunl
employm('nt. the nameR of the societies which it has
authorized to render a~<sistance. under its responsibility, in the official sanitary serYiee of its armies.
ART. 11. A recognized society of a neutral state can
only lend the serylces of its sanitary personnel and
formations to n belligerent with the prior eonsent of
Its own government and the authority of such belligerent. The belligerent who has nccepted such assistance is required to notify the enemy before making

any use thereof.
ART. 12. Persons described in artieles 9, 10, and 11 will eontlnue in the exer-eise of their functions, under the direction of the enemy, after they have fallen
lnto his power.
When their assistance is no longer indispensable they will be sent bnek to
their army or country, within sueh period and by such route as may aeeord
with military necessity. They will earry with them sueh effects, instruments,
arms, and horses as are their private property.
ART. 13. While they remain in his power, the enemy will secure to the
personnel mentioned in article 9 the same pay and allowances to which persons
<>f the same grade in his own army are entitled.
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It' would thus appear that the Geneva Convention of i906 makes.
ample provision for the establishment and administration of. volunteer societies for the relief of the sick and wounded in time of
war; it also makes provision for the harmonious cooperation of such
associations with the medical anp hospital departments of the army
to which they are attached in th'e prosecution of their humanitarian
endeavors. It would, therefore, seem proper, in determining upon
the revision of this article, if any is to be attempted, to so frame the
amended article as to make it correspond as closely as possible with
the clauses hereinbefore cited from the Geneva Convention of July
6, 1906-this with a view to secure uniformity of administration in
the operations of volunteer aid societies which are permitted to carry
on their work in the theater of active military operations.
These associations are numerous and influential; they are abundantly supplied with funds and are familiar with the peculiar needs
of the sick and wounded and with the closely related wants of
prisoners of war. As the work among unwounded prisoners is in
many of its details parallel to that relating to the convalescent sick
and wounded·, it is highly probable that the volunteer Red Cross
societies, which now exist in many states of the world, will be willing
to charge themselves with the duty of furnishing such relief and
assistance to prisoners of war as may be deemed necessary in
particular cases.
ARTICLE
•~aTtcLE

xvr.

XVI .

1Vhat has been said under the head of artides 14 and 15 applies with equal force 'to
Article XVI.
.

The Information Bureau
shall have the privilege of
free postage. Letters. money
orders, and valuables, as well as postal parcels destined for the
or dispatched by them, shall be free of all postal duties both In
origin an<'! destination, as well as In those they pass through.
Gifts and relief In kind for prisoners of war shall be ndmltted
of entry and others, as well as of payments for carriage by
railways.
ARTICLE

prisoners of wur
the countries of
free of nil duties
the Government

XVII.

This article is entirely new, there being no
international usage on this subject prior to
its adoption as a part of The Hague convention. It has been the practice of belligerents
to permit officers and enlisted inen who were
held by them as prisoners of war to receive
money and articles of food and clothing from relatives and friends
at home. The article under discussion goes a step farther and
authorizes a belligerent to allow officers who are held as prisoners of
war to receive the full pay allowed them by the laws of their own
AaTtCLE

xvn.

Officers taken prisoners
may r<'c<>lve, If necessary,
the full pay allowed them
tn this position by their
country's regulations, the
amount to be repaid by their
Government.
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country, the belligerent government being reimbursed for these
expenditures, from time to time, by the government in whose service
the payees are.
This requirement is permissive and not mandatory in character, and
is calculated to afford material relief to an officer who occupies the
highly inconvenient status of a prisoner of war. The article applies
sufficient remedy to the cases to which it relates and for that reason
does not seem to stand in need of revision.

a

ARTICLE XVIII.
It has always been recognized that prisoners
of
war should be accorded the privilege of
Prisoners of war shall enjoy every latitude In tl:ie ex- attending divine service whenever a convenercise of their religion, Including attendance at their ient opportunity presented itself for holding
own church services, pro- such services at their places of internment,
vided only they comply with
the regulations for order and and this privilege has been accorded in counpollee Issued by tbe military tries where there is an established church, and
authorities.
th!l prison services are not in conformity with
its rubrics. Article XVIII gives to the old usage a conventional
sanction, which is entirely proper, and vests in the captor the right to
frame such police regulations in respect to such services as may be
deemed necessary by that government in whose hands the prisoners
are.
ARTICLE XIX.
ARTICLE XVIII.

As the Constitution of the United States
The wills of prisoners of gives to a treaty negotiated in conformity to
war are received or drawn ·
·
h
· f
f
up on the same conditions as Its reqmrements t e operative orce o a statfor soldiers of the National ute, the,effect of the first clause- of this article
Ar;~~ same rules shall be is to give to the wills of prisoners of war the
observed regarding death same standing, in respect to execution or adcertificates,
well as for
the burial ofas prisoners
of ministration of estates, which they now enJ· oy
war, due regard being paid under the laws of the United States. But all
to their grade and rank.
matters in respect to the disposition of the
estates of decedents by will or otherwise are, under our Constitution,
regulated by the several States.
Congress of course has power to make statutory regulations in
respect to the execution and probate of the wills of persons residing
on reservations over which the jurisdiction of Congress is exclusive,
but .no such statutory regulations have ever been framed by the
National Legislature. In accordance, however, with the doctrine laid
down by the Supreme Court in the case of Chicago Railway Co.
v. McGlinn (114 U.S., 542), the local laws, not exclusively criminal
in character, which are operative in a State in which a Government
reservation is situated, are regarded as applicable to cases arising on
such reservations until other statutory regulations have been adopted
ARTICLE

xrx.
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by Congress, but, as ·has been said, no legislation in respect to the
disposition of the estates of decedents has ever been attempted by
that body.
It would thus appear that the first clause of the article gives a
somewhat indefinite legal status to the wills of prisoners of war
which are executed in a theater of military operations lying outside
the territory of the United States. It also supplements and sanctiom
the requirements of the several Articles of War ( 125, 126, and 127),
which regulate the disposition of the effects of deceased officers and
soldiers which are present with them at the places of their decease.
These articles provide that:
ART. 125. In case of the death of any officer, the major of his regiment, or
the officer doing the major's duty, or the second officer in command at any post
or garrison, as the case may be, shall immediately secure all his et!ects then in
camp or quarters, and shall make, and transmit to the office of the Department
of 'Var, an inventory thereof.
•
'
ART. 126. In case of the death of any soldier, the commanding officer of his
troop, battery, or company shall immediately secure all his et!ects then in cam)l
or ·q uarters, and shall, In the present-e of two other officers, make an inventory
thereof, which be shall transmit to the office of the Depat·tment of War.
ART. 127. Officers charged with the care of the et!ects 6f decea,sed officers or
soldiers shall account for and deliver the same, or the proceeds thereof, to the
legal representatives of such deceased officers or soldiers. And no officer ::;o
charged shall be permitted to quit the regiment or post until he has deposited
in the hands of the commanding officer all the et!ects of such deceased officers
or soldiers not so accounted for and delivered.

So far as the clause goes, it would seem to sene a useful purpo~e
and should be allowed to stand.
_ In the English service, from which our own disciplinary and administrative regulations are largely drawn, provision was made for
the nuncupative wills of soldiers who have died on foreign_ service.
Such wills, when they had been reduced to writing, were required
to be registered in the marshal's court by a provision of the English
Articles of War of 1639.
There is an article of James the Second, which provides for the preservation
of the ove1·plus of the estate of deceased officers and soldiers, after. the quarters
and other neeessary expenses shall have been paid, and for the keeping of such
overplus to the use of those to whom it shall belong, If they claim it within the
space of three months from the death of the party: but it does not specify
what Is to become of it after that period; so that probably it was distributed
after the manner obsen·ed in the case last mentioned. (Samuels, p. 657.)

Samuels, the English leading commentator on military law, says,
in discussing the English code, from which the articles above cited
were derived:
Courts-martial formerly exercised a very large jurisdiction over the personal
property of deceased officers and soldiers, granting the administration of such
property, according to the distribution ordered by martial law, or of the country
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where the deceased died; and entertained petitions, and various adverse proceedings touching the assets and estates of deceased persons serving in the
army, and rendered them liable or chargeable with the ,debts or engagements of
the deceased.
Blacksto•ne, among the privileges of soldiers, mentions, that ·in actunl military
service they may make nmwupative wills, and dispose of their goods, wnges, and
other personal chattels, without thol"e forms. solemnities, and expenses which
the law requires In other cases; and be adds, our Jaws does not extend this
privilege so far as the civil law, which carried It to an extreme that borders
on the ridiculous. For If a soldier, in the article of death, wrote anrthing in
bloody letter on his shield, or,, in the dust of the field with his sword, it was a
very good military testament.
In addition to the provision of the common Jaw, and In Imitation Q1' the ordinances of former times, his Majesty, In the Section before us, has constl·ucted
Articles of War with tlte like purpose, that are well calculated to prevent the
dilapidation of the present and tangible estate of those who may die away from
their homes. in the prosecution of the King's service. and to keep It Inviolate
and lndlstrlbutable, until those, having right or Interest, shall present themselves
to claim It; a more just, If not a more specious distribution, than is favoured
in the ordinances of ·anterior seasons.
ARTICLE 1st. This Artlde provides that • when any commi.~s,ioned officer shall
happen to die, or be killed In the King's service; the major of the regiment.
or the officer doing the major's duty in his absence, shall Immediately secure
all his effects or equlpnge then In camp or quarters; and shall before the next
regimental court-martial mnke an inventory thereof, nnd forthwith transmit the
same to the secretary at war, to the end that, after the payment of such officer's
regimental debts, an~ quarters, and Interment, the overplus, If any be, may be
paid to his legal representative.'
This provision places the effects and equipage of deceased officers under the
charge of a known and superior officer in every regiment, and who is thereby
rendered responsible for the snfe custody of them, and of doing ali the other
acts, specified in the Article. Though the Article only prescribes that the major
or some other officer, officiating us such, shall, make an Inventory of the effects
of the deceased before the next regimental court mnrtlal. It implies tbnt be may
convert them into money. In so much as to answer the debts and demands,
partlcul{lrized In the Article. and in order to execute the ulterior end of the
t;ame ;_ I. e., the payment of the overplus, if there be any, after such debts and
demands are satisfied, to the legal representative of the deceased.
It would be nt the private responsibility of the major, If be further Intermeddled with the estate of the deceased, than he Is of necessity authorized by the
Article. in the particulars ordained.
Cases might and do sometimes occur, where It would be and Is desirable thnt
this officer should have a larger power, for collecting the goods and estate of ·
the deceased; as it often happens, on foreign service, when there is no near
friend of the deceased on the spot, that the outstanding debts. due to the
deceased, cannot be gathered ln. at the Instant, for the benefit of those interested
In them, for the want of some local and present power to perform this just and
necessary act; and that they afterwards become desperate, or nre from other
drcumstances not realizable. But it would not be fit, or practicable, perhaps,
to arm the major with such an authority, without making him accountable for
the debts of the deceased; which would Involve him In the conduct of litigious
proceedings, and In duties which might be at ntrlance with his public functions
and his private Interests, anc:i sometimes Implicate him in suspicions hurtful
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to his feelings. Fot• these reasons. perh;tps, his duty is narrowed to the execution of the few iudlspenAable acts specified in this Article.
ARTICLE 2d.-ThiA makes a similar provision, In the event of the death of a
noncommissioned officer or pt·ivate soldier, ordaining. in that case, that 'the then
(·orumandlitg otficet· of the troop or company, shall, in the presence of two. other
commissioned officers, take an account of whatever effects he dies possessed of,
besides bis regimental clothing, arms and accoutrements, and of his credits,
and shall take care that the same be applied in the first instance to the liquidation of his regimental debts; the remainder to be placed in the lumds of the
•·egimental payma!'lter. to be paid over t:> the representative of the deceased, If
daimed within the t•egulated pet·lod: or if not sea80t:Jably claimed, the same to
be remitted to the regimental agent. a revort thereof being made to the secretary at wnr.'
The lively interest discoverable in this Article. for securing the effects and
creJits of soldiers to their relath·es and representatives. nuu·l•s the humane
and peculiar attention of his Majesty to this very meritorious class of men.
There Is a lll'Ovision. at the foot of this Article for the disposal of the effects
11nd credits of deserters: directing, that they shall be applied in lil'e manner,
with the aforementioned effects and credits. to the liquidation of their regimentnl debts: and the remainder, if au~· . to be brought to the credit of the public.
(Samuels, pp. H57-600.)

According to the existing practice_in England under the army act:
An officer or soldier on actual military service bas power to make, as to his
personal estate, a nuneupative will, that is to say, a will without writing.
declared before 11 suffielent number of witnesses (c). Probate of the 'will and
letters of administration of any common soldier, who is Alain or dies in the
service of Her Majesty are exempt from stamp duty (d). Special provision
has been made for collecting and realising the effects of a deceased officer or
soldier, and paying certain military debts thereout (e) . (Mil. Laws, English
p. 287; 29 Chas. II, chap. 3; 7 William IV and 1 V.ic., chap. 26, sec. II; 55
Geo. III, ch. 184; Regl. Debts Acts 1893; 56 & 57 VIc., ch. 5; Regulation of
forces act, 1881, sec. 51.)

So much of the second clause 'of Article XIX as relates to death
certificates is an exceedingly useful one, and a regularly executed
eertificate of the death or burial of a prisoner of war would, in the
operation of this clause of the h·.'at~·, be ~· :-ceived in the courts of the
United States or in those of the several States as evidence of the
death of a prisoner in an:v action which might arise in respt>ct to his
death or burial. The provision governing the place 'and method of
interment and the funeral honors to be shown in the event of the
death of a prisoner are entirely proper and should be allowed to
stand.
ARTICLE XX.
ARTICLII XX.
It will be remembered that the matter of
After the conclusion of releasing prisoners of war on parole is propeace, the repatriation of
prisoners of war shall take vided for, to some extent, in Articles X, XI,
place as speedily as possible. and XII of the original Hague convention.
The normal method of releasing prisoners, however, is by exchanges in the operation of formal agreements called " cartels." As
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the convention iR silent on that subject, I must conclude that it was
the intention of its fr·amers to leave the regulation of exchangPs to
the operation of the or~inary rules of international law. This is
entirely proper.
Article XX seem:-; to require that the repatriation of prisoners of
war shall be conducted with all possible expedition after peace has
been concluded. I can see no reason either for revising this article
or for extending it.'l scope in such a ·way as to interfere with the
freedom of belligerents to enter into agreements in respect to the
exchange of prisoners..
This portion of the convention is also silent in respect to the internment of officers and men composing organized bodies of the enemy
who have been forced by the vicissitudes of battle to take refuge in
neutral territory, or by the necessities of military operations. _\s it
was not made the subject of conventional regulation, it is not believed
to be expedient to suggest the preparation of rules governing the
treatment of belligerents who thus seek an asylum in neutral territory with a view to avoid becoming prisoners of war, leaving to the
state which has accorded them asylum the discretion to determine
the particular method in which its neutral duty shall be performed.
CHAPTER

III.-On the Sid: and Wounded.
ARTICLE

CHAPTER III.-On

'XXI.

the Sick

This article is declaratory in character and
indicates that the obligation of belligerents,
ARTICLE XX[.
in respect to the sick and wounded who have
Tbe obligations ot bellig- fallen into their hands, is regulated by the
erents wltb regard to tbe
sick and wounded are gov· terms of the Geneva Convention of August 22,
erned by tbe Geneva Con- 1864. This article seems to require no other
vention of tbt' 22nd AuguRt,
1864, subject to any modifi- revisory action than to insert a reference to the
cations which may be Intro- conventi-on recently entered into at Geneva
duced In to lt.
for the amelioration of the condition of the
sick and wounded in time of war.
and Wounded.

Section II.-ON HOSTILITIES.
CHAPTER

I.-On means of injuring tile Enemy, Sieges, and Bombardments.
ARTICLE

Section II.-ON HOSTILITIES.

means of injw·lng the EnemJt, Sieges,
a11d Bombardmentll.

CHAPTER L-On

XXII.

It is a fundamental principle of the laws of
war that, when a state resorts to force with
a view to remedy an internationa'l wrong, it
is not permitted to use any greater force than
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is necessary to apply a remedy to the wrong
which it has suffered at the hands of the opposing belligerent. This principle is well set
forth in the statement of "General Principles " which precedes the Brussels rules for the regulation of war on
land, in which it is said that.

The right of b!'lllgerents
to adopt means of Injuring
the enemy Is not unlimited.

The only legitimate end that a state may have In war Is to weaken the military strength of the enemy.
The Jaws of war do not recognize In belligerents au unlimited llber~ as to the
means of Injuring the enemy. They are to abstain from all needless sev~rlty,
as well as from all perfidious, unjust. or tyrannical acts. (Davis on Inter.
Law, p. 570.)

Elsewhere, in speaking of the means of injuring the enemy, it is
said:
Certain precautions are made necessary by the rule that a belligerent must
abstain from useless severity. (Ibid., p. 574.)

The article, which is declaratory in character and is quite clear in·
meaning, does not seem to stand ~n need of revision.
ARTICLE
ARTICJ,E XXIII.

XXIII.

This article contains a statement of a num-

Besides the prohibitions ber of forbidden practices as to which there
provided by special conventions, It Is especially prohib- is a general concensus of opinion among civItedilized nations. The special conventions to
(a.) To employ polson or
which the article refers are: (1) The Declarapoisoned arms ;
(b.) To klll or wound tion of Paris in 1856, which is restricted in
treacherously Individuals belonging to the hostile nation its application to the operation of maritime
or army;
warfare; and (2) the Declaration of St.
(c.) •.ro klll or wound an
enemy who, having laid Petersburg of 1868, governing the use of exdown arms. or having no plosive projectiles of less weight than 400
longer means of defence, has
grams ( 14 ounces avoirdupois) .
surrendPred at discretion ;
(d.) To declare that no
The prohibitions embodied in Article XXIII
quarter wlll be given ;
(e.) '.ro employ arms, pro- of The Hague convention are as follows:
jectiles, or material of a
(a) To employ poison or poisoned arms ;
nature to cause supprfluous
(b) To kill or wound treacherously individuals beInjury;
(f.) To make Improper use longing to the hostile nation or army:
of a flag of truce, the na(c) To kill or wound an enemy who. having laid
tiona! flag, or military ~n down arms,
or htn·ing no longer means of defence,
slgns and the enemy's uniform, as well as the distinc- has surrendered at discretion;
(d) To declare that no quarter will be given;
tive badges of the Geneva
Con ven tlon ;
(g.) To destroy or seize It. will be noted that the prohibition only exthe enemy's property, un!Pss tends to the declaration that no quarter will
such destruction or s!'lzure
be Imperatively demanded be given. If a belligerent refuses quarter, in
by the necessities of war.
fact, it is not believed that the opposing bel-

ligerent is deprived of his right, under the general laws of war, to
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bring about a discontinuance of the unlawful practice by a resort to
measurfS of retaliation. To give such an interpretation to the clause
would deprive a. belligerent of the right to resort to the most potent
agency which is placed at his disposal by the laws of war, with a view
to compel the enemy to conform to their requirements in .the c9nduct
of his. military operations.
(e) 'l'o employ arms, projectiles, or material of a nnture to cnuse superflous injury ;

This is' an illustration of the operation of the rule already stated,
that a belligerent in resorting to a particular act or practice, or in
the employment of a particular instrument, may inflict only such
injury as will accomplish a purpose authorized by the laws of war.
In further illustration the case of small-arm projectiles may be cited.
As it is the purpose of small-arm projectiles to place an individual
enemy hors de combat-that is, to take him out of the combatant
ranks-a belligerent may, therefore', use a bullet which will stop and
disable an individual of the enemy's forc~s; when he has a bullet
which will accomplish this he has reached the limit of his authority.
He may not use a projectile which will inflict a wound of unnecessary severity-an explosive bullet, for instance. In 'the same way he
may use any cutting or thrusting weapon-a saber, bayonet, or lance,
for example, but he may not use poison for the purpose of inflicting
an unnecessarily painful wound.
(f) 'l'o mnke illllll'O{ler use of u flag of tr·uce, the national flag, or rnilitar·y

and the enemy'R uniform, as well as the distinctive badges of the
GeneYa convention ;
(g) 'l'o destroy or seize the enemy's property, unless such destruction· or
seizure be huperntively demunded b~· the neeessities of wur.

t>U~<Igns

ARTICLE

XXIV.

XXIV.

Ruses of war, not involving perfidy or bad
faith, have always been recognized as legitimate military undertakings. The last clause
of this article, however, seems liable to abuse
or misunderstanding in execution, as it conveys authority, in very general terms, to obtain information about the enemy and the country. This information must of necessity be obtained from natives or residents of the
occupied territory, whose first allegiance is to their own government,
and a subsequent article provides thatARTICLE

Ruses of war and the employment of methods nec<>ssary to obtain Information
about the enemy and the
country. are considered allowable.

Any compulsion of the population of occupied territory to take part in military operations against Its own country Is prohibited. (Art. XLIV, H. C.)

It would thus appear that while the grant of authority in Article
XXIV is quite sweeping and is likely, if construed alone, especially
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by an officer charged with the conduct of operations against the
enemy, to be made the subject of extensive interpretation, it is to
some extent, at least, restricted in its operation by the requirements
of Article XLIV, in connection with which it should be read when
the question of its application is presented to a military commander
who is competent to give execution to its requirements. .
The rule of war in respect to the treatment of th~ noncombatant
subjects of the enemy who art resident in the theater of active military operations is well stated in Doctor Lieber's Rules for the Government of the Armies of the United States in the Field, which provides that15. Military necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of
armed enemies, and of otller persons whose destruction is incidentally unavo·i dable in the armed contests of the war; it allows of the capturing of evet•y armed

enemy and every enemy of importance to the hostile government or of peculiar
danger to tile captot·; it allows of ail destruction of property and obstruction
of the ways and channels of traffic, travel, or communication. and of all withholding of sustenance or menus of life. froth the enemy; of the appropriation of
whatever an enemy's eountry affords neeessary for the subsistence and safety
of the army, and of sucll deception as does not involve the breaking of good
faith, eitber posith·ely pledged, regarding agreements entered into dt1ring the
war, or supposed by the modern lnw of war to exist. Men who take up arms
against one anothet" in public wnr do not cease on tbis aceount to be moral
heings, responsible to ,on~ another ll,Jld to God.
16. Military necessity does not admit of cruelty-that is. the infliction of
suffering for the sake of suffet·ing or for revenge, nor of maiming or wounding
except in fight, nor of torture to extort cOnfessions. It does not admit of the
use of poison in any way, nor of the wanton devastation of a district. It admits
of deception, but disclaims acts of perfidy; and, in general, military necessity
does not include any act of hostility which makes the return to peace unnecessm·ily difficult.
44. All wanton violence committed against persons in the invaded country,
111l destruction of property not commanded by the authorized officer, all robbery
or pillage or sacking, even after taking a place by main force,. all rape, wounding, maiming, or killing of such inhabitants, are .prohibited under the· penalty
of death, or such other severe punishment as may seem adequate for the gravity
of the offense.
A soldier, officer or private, in the act of committing such violence, and disobeying a superior ordering him to abstain from it, may be lawfully killed on
the spot by such superior.
93. All armies in the field stand In need of guides, and Impress them if they
<·an not obtain them otherwise.
·
94. No person having been foreed by the enemy to serve as guide is punishable for having done so.
95. If a citizen of a hostile and invaded district voluntarily serves as a guide
to the enemy, or offers to do so, he is deemed a war traitor, and shall suffer
death.
96. A citizen serving volmitarily as a guide against his own eountry commits
treason, and will be dealt with according to the law of his country.
97. Guides, when it is clearly pro\•ed that they have misled intentionally, may
beput to death. (G. 0.}00, W. D., A. G. 0., Apr. 24, 1863.)
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As an illustration of the execution which h.11s been given to the
under discussion by our own Government, it may be said that,
in a number of cases arising in the Philippine Islands, in which it
was brought to the attention of the Department that force had been
used by officers of the Army, with a view to extract information
from natives during the operations which were undertaken between
1899 and 1902, with a view to the suppression of an existing insurrection, the acts of violence were formally disavowed by the Department, and the officers engaged in them were ordered to be brought
before courts-martial for trial under charges alleging a violation of
the rules of war. The practice of the Department in that regard
was based upon the view that the employment of force or duress
toward the noncombatant inhabitants of the occupied territory .was
prima facie unlawful, and that the use of fprce or duress with a
view to extort information, unless amply and abundantly justified
by the overruling demands of. military necessity, would subject the
officer to trial and punishment.
It is clear that the practice of the Government of the United States;
as above stated, lies fairly within both the letter and the spirit of the
articles 'Of the convention of 1899, which are applicable to the case.
With so much in the way of explanation, it is not .believed that the
revision or amendment of the article i~ expedient at this time.
e~rticle

ARTICLE

XXV.

This article embodies what is believed to be
the well-established rule of international law
·
In
respec t t o th
· e t rea t men t o f open or undefended towns by a belligerent. It seems
prohibited.
hardly necessary to say, however, that if any
defense is attempted or if a town is occupied or held by the armed
forces of the enemy, it ceases to be undefended and, for that reason~
may be attacked or fired upon. The inhabitants of such a place, so
soon as a garrison is established or military defense is attempted,
become charged with the knowledge that the town is defended and, as
such, liable to attack, and, if they desire to secure an immunity from
acts of war, should remove their families and belongings from the
zone of active military operations.
The corresponding paragraph of the Brussels rules contained the
requirement that "only fortified places can be besieged.'' But this
provision was stricken out on the motion of Gen. Gross von Schwarzkopf, of the Geneva delegation, who represented that the recent
development of temporary fortifications had been such as to make it
necessary to resort to regular siege operations with a view to their
reduction. The general instanced the case of Plevna in the RussoAaTtcLE

xxv.

The attack or bombardment of towns, villages,
habitations
or
buildings
whlch art> not dt>fendt>d. Is

'
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Turkish war of 1877, and his views were confirmed by the notable
defenses of Vicksburg, Richmond, Petersburg, Port Hudson, and
Charleston during the American civil war, and by the less important
operations that were undertaken with a view to the reduction of the
defensive works erected by the Boers at Ladysmith, Kimberley, and
Mafeking d'Africa.
ARTICLE
0

XXVI.

XXVI.

This article has· application to a place for
the protection of which works of defense have
been undertaken by the belligerents. It may
be a regularly fortified place, like Strasburg
or Metz, or its defense may be provided for
by the erection of batteries or the construction of intrenchments, or by the conversion of buildings into defensive sh·uctures, or even by the establishment or maintenance of a garrison. In either case, by a resort to such defensive measures, the
place is taken out of the class of " undefended towns " and brought
within the operation of Article XXVI in respect to the matter of
bombardment. In one case for which the article provides, that of an
open assault which partakes to some extent of the nature of a surprise, preliminary warning or notice nee~ not be given, as the mere
fact that a defense is contemplated and that measures to that end are
tnken by the belligerent constitutes notice to the noncombatant
inhabitants that an open assault may be attempted at any time, and
they should govern themselves accordingly.
ARTICLE

The Commander of an attacking force, before commencing a bombardment, except In the case of an assault, should do all be can
to warn the authorities.

ARTICLE

XXVII.

XXVII.

In this article the attempt is made to secure
a special immunity to edifices devoted to religion, art, science, or charity from the artillery and mortar fire which are incident to
siege operations, in so far as it is possible for
the besieger to do so in the prosecution of his
works with a view to the reduction of the
place. The immunity conferred by the article is by no means absolute, but requires a
considerable measure of forbearance on the
part of the besieger and corresponding cooperation on the part of the besieged in the
location of his defensive works, and in the
marking and designating of buildings by flags or other devices in
such a way as to enable the besieger to remove them as far as possible
from his lines of fire. No revision is suggested.
ARTICLE

In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps
should be taken to spare, as
far as possible, edifices devoted to religion, art, science,
and charity, hospitals and
places where the sick and
wounded are collected, provided they are not used at
the same time for military
purposes.
The besieged should Indicate these buildings or places
by some particular and visible signs, which should previously be- notified to the
assailants.
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ARTICLE

XXVIII.

XXVIII.

The existing rules of war in respect to pillage are relatively recent. So lat~, indeed, as
the peninsular war captured places were given
over to the troops for pillage for several days
before any efficient steps were taken. with a view to their restraint
or punishment. General Halleck, a text writer of stan~ard authority on the subject, says as to the practice of pillage :
ARTICLE

The pillage of a town or
place, even when taken by
assault, Is prohibited.
·

It would be difficult to find In the history of the most barbarous ages, seene!'!
of drunkenness, lust, rapine, plunder, eruelty, murder, and ferocity equal to
those which followed the eaptures of Cludad Rodrigo, Badajos, and San
Sebastian. The only exc·use offered for these horrible atroeitles was: • The
soldiers were not to be controlled! ' (II Hnlleek (Baker's Ed.), ebap. ~.
sec. 22.)

Napier, the English historian of the peninsular war, says, in plain
·
·
terms, thatExcuse will not suffice; for a young colonel of energetic spirit did constrain
his men at Cludad Rodrigo, to keep their ranks for a long time after the
disorder commenced; · but as no previous general measures had been taken.
and no organised efforts made by higher authorities, the men were finally carried away In the lnereaslng tumult. It is said that no soldier can be restrained
after storming a town, and a British soldier least of all, because he Is brutish
nnd Insensible of honour! Shame on such culumnies ! • • • Undoubtedly,
If soldiers bear and rend that It Is impossible to restrain their violence, they
will not be restrained. But let the plunder of a town, after an assault. be
expressly made eriminal by the articles of war, with a due punishment attached;
let It be constantly impressed upon the troops that such conduct is as much
opposed to military honour and discipline a-s it is to morality; • • • let
instantaneous punishment-death if necessary-be lnfilcted for such offenses.
With such regulations, the storming of towns would not produce more military
disorders than the gaining of battles In the field. (Napier, Peninsular War,
Book XXII, Chap. II; II Halleck (Baker's Ed.}, Chap. XX, Sec. XXII, and
authorities cited.)

The rule embodied in the article, while highly mandatory, is so
clearly stated as not to admit of misunderstanding, and stands in no
need of revision.
ARTICLE
CHAPTER 11.-0n 8ple8.
ARTICLE

XXIX .

An lndlvlaual can only be
conslder('d a spy If, acting
clandestinPiy or on false
pret<'nceR. hP obtains. or
se!'ks to obtain, Information
In the zone of op<'rations of
-.a belllgl'r('nt, with the Intention of communicating It to
the hostile party.

XXIX.

In this article the attempt is made to define
the offense of being a spy. The definition is
substantially correct and in accordance with
established practice. It is ah;o attempted to
except certain cases from the operation of the
clause which describes the offense as a violation of the laws of war. The exceptions are
proper and are well taken. That in respect
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to aeronaut;; employed in the transmissio~ of
dispatches by means of balloons dates from
the Franco-German war of 1870, when military authorities in Paris, during the investment of that place by the Germans, successfully established communication with the
French Government and with the outside
world by means of balloons. The commander
of the German investing forces was at first
disposed to hold that persons employed in
the balloon service were spies~ but this was
shortly desisted from, and the employment of
balloons as a means of. communication be·
· government,
·
or
p 1ace an d Its
tween a bes1eged
legitia
as
between separate detachments of an army, is now regarded
mate military undertaking. The use ~f balloons as instruments for
injuring the enemy is discussed elsewhere.

Thus, soldiers not in disguise who have penetrated
In to the zon~ of opera tloD.~
of a hostile army to obtain
Information are not consldSimilarly, the
' · er~d spies.
following are not considered
spies: Soldiers or civilian~
carrying out their mission
openly, charged with the delivery of despatches destined
either for their own army or
for that of the enemy. To
this class belong likewise the
Individuals sent In balloons
to deliver despatches, and
generally to maintain communication between the varlous parts of an army or a
territory.

ARTICLE

XXX.

For more than a century it has been the
practice to subject persons charged with acts
·not be punished without pre- of espi<'nage to trial before some form of
vious trial.
military tribunal, a familiar case being that
of the military commission which was convened at ·west Point for
the trial of Major Andre. In a majority of cases when a conviction
has been reached the punishment imposed has been, death, usually by
hanging. The trial of spies falling into the hands of the forces of
the United States is regulated by section 2 of the Act of April 10,
1806, which provides thatARTICLE XXX.

A spy taken In the act can

In time of war, all persons not citizens of, or owing allegiance to, the United
States of America, who shall be found lurking as spies in or about the fortifications or encampments of the armies of the United States. or any of them,
shall suffer death, according to the law and usage of nutiotpl, by sentence of a
general eourt-martial. (Sec. 2-, Act of Apr. 10,-1806, 2 Stat. L., 259.)

It seems to have been the view of the framers of the penal statute
above cited that a citizen of the United States who acted as a spy for •
the enemy in time of war was guilty of treason and, as such, was
liable to trial for any act which had been declared to constitute treason by Congress within the limitations which are imposed upon that
body in the clause of the Constitution in which a definition of treason
is embodied. As such a trial 'vas found to be impracticable in time
of war,especially when committed on territory in the military occupation of the Unit~d States or at places in the United States when,
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by reason of insurrection or rebellion, the criminal courts of the
United States were not in the exercise of their functions, the Act of
1806 was amended in 1862 so as to provide thatAll persons who, in time of war, or of rebellion against the supreme authotlty
of the United States, shall be found lurking or acting as spies, in or about any of
the fortifications, posts, qunrters, or encampments of any of the armies of the
United Stutes, or elsewhere. shnll be triable by a general court-martial, or by a
military commission, and shall, on conviction thereof, sutfer death. (Act of
Febt·uury 13, 1862, 12 Stnt. L .. 340. )

ARTICLE XXXI.
A successful spy is a dangerous antagonist
to encounter in time of war, and the com· t h e fi eld may
man d'mg genera 1 of an army Ill
be pardoned, when such a person falls into
h' h d ·
·
h
IS an s, In resorting to sue mea.sures as
will be calculated to prevent him from pursuing his occupation.
In the article under discussion a sufficient power in that regard is.
vested in ·the commander of an occupying army by the requirement
that a spy who has rejoined the army by which he is employed and
who is subsequently captured under circumstances indicating that he
is not engaged in acts of espionage shall be treated as a prisoner of
war; as a prisoner of war he is liable to the application of such measures of detention as are calculated to prevent his employment as a spy.
AnTicLE

xxx1.

A spy who, after rejoining
the army to which be belongs, Is subsequently captured by the enemy, Is
treated as a prisoner of war,
and Incurs no responsibility
for his previous acts or
espionage.

CHAPTER

III.-Flags of Truce.

ARTICLE XXXII.
CHAP'£ER

Ili.-On Flag8 of

Truce.
ARTICLE

XXXIJ.

An Individual Is considered as bearing a flag of
truce who Is authorized by
one of the belligerents to
enter Into communication
with the other, and who carries a white flag. He bas a
right to Inviolability, as well
as the trumpeter, bugler, or
drummer, the flag bearer,
and the Interpreter who may
accompany him.

Here, as in Article XXIX, a definition is
attempted by an enumeration of the personnel
which usually accompanies a flag of truce.
The definition is accompanied by a statement
of the immunities to which the members of
the party are entitled who are sent out in the
direction of the enemy for the purpose of
establishing communication by flag of truce.
~o changes in or additions to this article are
suggested.
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XXXIII.

ARTICLE XXXIII.

In this article the well-established rules of
international law in respect to the obligation
on the part of the enemy to receive a flag of
stanc~R.
truce are clearly · and correctly stated, as is
He can take all steps necthe flag
essa ry to prevent the envoy the right of the commander to whom
taking advantage of his mis- is sent to take such precautions as will be calsion to obtain Information.
accomIn case of abuse, be bas culated to prevent any person who
the right to detain the envoy panies it from obtaining information while in
temporarily.
his lines. He may detain the flag at his outposts and demand that the message shall be reduced to Writing. He
may blindfold the members of the party, or may resort to any other
measures during their sojourn within his lines which, in his opinion,
are necessary to prevent them from obtaining information.
\Yhen this is done, however, the bearer of the flag is absolved from
any obligation not to report to his co,mmander whatever the enemy ·
permits him to see of his army or its movements during his sojourn
in that enemy's lines. The power of the general who receives the
flag in the matter of preventing the members of the party who accompany it from obtaining infon!1ation is in no way limited or restricted,
and if he desires to effectually prevent the bearer of the flag from
obtaining information the measures to which he resorts to accomplish
that end must be sufficient to actually prevent information from being
obtained of what is going on in the immediate theater of his military
activity.
It is a fundamental rule of war that the bearer of a flag of truce,
when the business which brought him to the enemy's line has been
concluded, should be permitted to return to his own lines, and that
his return should not be prevented or delayed by the commander
whose hospitality he enjoys. For that reason it was deemed necessary to vest in the commander who receives a flag of truce authority
to detain the party in case an abuse of privilege is alleged to have
been committed until such investigation has been had as will suffice
to determine the proper course to pursue under the circumstances.

The Chief to whom a flag
of truce Is sent Is not obliged
to receive It In· a.ll circum-

ARTICLE

XXXIV.

The requirements of this article are quite
the rule of international law as it stood
within
The envoy loses his rights
of Inviolability If It Is
proved beyond doubt that at the date of its adoption, and it is the conhe has taken advantage ot census of opinion among text writers of au·
his privileged position to
provoke or commit an a ct of thority that if an officer makes use of a flag
for the sole purpose of obtaining information
treachery.
as to the movements or operations of the enemy, he is subject to punAaTtcLE XXXIV.
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ishment as a spy. There can be no more serious violation of good
faith in war than to use a flag of truce for the purpose of obtaining
information in respect to the movements or purposes of the enemy.
Such attempts are strongly resented by the belligerent whose interests
are adversely affected by them, and it not infrequently happens that
where a violation of the privilege of a flag of truce is charged a feeling of violent personal hostility is aroused in the enemy's army, due,
in great part, to the breach of faith that is involved in using the flag
for such a purpose. For that reason the article wisely requires a
higher degree of proof to justify a conviction than would 0e deemed
necessary where an ordinary violation of the laws of war is concerned.
I can see no occasion for the amendment of this article.

..

ARTICLE

XXXV.

Capitula·

This article gives expression not only to the
rule of international law on the subject, but
.\RTICLf: XXXV.
to the military importance which ·attaches to
Capitulations agreed on all intercourse of belligerents in time of war.
between the Contracting
Parties must be In accord· It will be observed that the rule covers both
ance with the rules ot mill· the subject-matter of such undertakings and
tary honour.
When once settled. they the execution which may be given to them by
must be scrupulously ob· the parties of their operation. Without the
served by both the parties.
utmost good faith on both sides in the execution of cartels, capiturations, and undertakings of like character, the
hardships of war are likely to be materially increased in their application to classes of persons like prisoners of war, the sick and
wounded, and the like, who are without power to help themselves, or
to successfully assert the rights which are accorded to them by the
laws of war and in the stipulations in furtherance thereof which are
entered into from time to time by the belligerent powers or by the
persons who represent them in the theater of military operations.
For that reason it seems unnecessary to suggest any change in the text
of this article.
CHAPTER IV.-On

tions.

ARTICLE
CHAPTER

V.-On

ARTICLE

Arm~tices.

XXXVI.

XXXVI.

This article seems to give accurate expression to the existing rule of international law
on the subject of armistices, and should stand
unchanged.

An armistice suspends military operations by mutual
agreement between the bel·
llgerent parties. It Its duration Is not fixed, the belligerent parties can resume
operations at any time, provided always the enemy Is warned within the time
agreed upon, In accordance wltb the terms of the armistice.
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ARTICLES XXXVII, XXXVIII, XXXIX, XL.
ARTICLE XXXVII.
An armistice .may be genera! or local. The first suspends all military operations
of the beJllgerent States; the
second, only those between
certain fractions of tbe belligerent armies and In a
fixed radius.
ARTicL•; xxxvn1.
An armistice must be not!tied otllclally, and In gdbd
tlmf', to the competent authorities and the troops.
Hostilities are suspended
Immediately after the notification, or at a fixed date.
ARTICLE xxx 1x.

The ar.rangement of truces into two classes
which is outlined in article 37 represents the
long-established international usage in that
regard. A general truce or armistice is one
which covers an entire theater of military
operations and is usually entered into by the
belligerent governments themselves, as was the
case with the United States and Spain in the
protocol of August 12, -1.898 (30 Stat. L.,
1742), or by a commanding general in ·the
field with the power of sanction or subsequent
ratification of his government.
On account of the important interests which
are affected, general truces are invariably reduced to writing, and the instrument itself
It Is for the Contracting
Parties to settle, In the measures the rights of the belligerents who
terms of the armistice, what
communications may be are parties to its operation and shows what
held, on the theatre of war, may be done as well as what •must be rewith the population and frained from during its continuance. The
with each other.
truce itself provides for its termination, either
ARTICLE XL.
upon the happening of a particular event, or
Any serious violation of
h
f
f
the armistice by one of the upon t e per ormance 0 or t h e f al'l ure to perparties gives the other party form a certain condition. If notice is require~
the right to denounce It, and
c:riven where the truce is terminable ~~,,
even, In case of urgency, to to be o·
recommence hostilities at the will of either party, the form and period
. once.
of such notice are also provided for.
An ordinary truce is an undertaking which is entered into between
· belligerent commanders of separate detachments of armies in the
field for some transient or casual purpose, as to bury the dead, to
recover the wounded, etc., etc. These undertakings are less formal
than general truces, but are governed by similar rules in ·respect to
their operation, execution, and termination.
ARTICLE XLI.
ARTICLE XLI.
Article XLI is new to the extent that it previolation e1t. the terms scribes an indefinite but none the less practiof
the armistice by private
· a case ·
Individuals
acting on their ca ble f orm o f proced ure 1n
In w h'lCh t h e
own Initiative, only confers terms of an armistice or general truce have
th& right of demanding the b
· 1a t ed b y 111
· d'1V1'd Ua 1s; as., f OJ,' examp Ie,
punishment of the o11'enders, een VIO
and, It necessary, indemnity where acts .of hostility have heen committed
for the lossea sustained.
by individuals or inferior commanders, .or
. where rights of war have been exercised in opposition to the terms of
the truce.
A
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.Section In.-l!riiLITARY AUTHORITY OVER HOSTILE TERRITORY.
ARTICLE

XLII.

:section III.-0 N MIL I·
TARY AUTHORITY
OVER HOSTILE TERRI·.TORY.

In the somewhat divergent views which are
held as to what constitutes "occupied territory," the powers are susceptible of arrangeARTIC)-E XLII .
ment into two classes: The great continental
Territory is considered oc- powers which maintain large establishments
·cupied when it is actually in time of peace desire to regard territory as
placed under the authority
occupied so soon as it !)as been passed over
·of the hostile army.
The occupation applies by the advancing lines of an invading army,
~niy to the territory where
such authority is established, the purpose being to favor aggressive operaand In a position to assert tions and to enable as large a force as possiHseif.
ble to be employed in operating against the
armies of the opposing belligerent. England, the United States, and
the smaller European powers, on the ·other hand, hold the view that
an occupation, like a blockade, to be binding must be effective-that
is, that the territory in possession of a belligerent must be held by a
military force which is sufficiently strong at all points to make the
occupation effective, their idea being that the obedience of the inhabitants of one belligerent is constrained and that unless a military
force is everywhere present to enforce obedience the allegiance of the
population to their own government may continue, and they may
commit acts of hostility so long as their operations are carried on in
conformity to the requirements of Article II. The definition which
is embodied in Article XLII conforms to the view last aboYe stated,
and is to that extent a concession to the claim of the smaller powers.
ARTICLE

XLIII.

It is assumed in this article th11t a military
occupation of the kind described in Article
XLII has been established and is being maintained by the occupying belligerent. Such
being the case, as the commandin~ general of
~
the invading forces is the only authority who
is able to maintain order and protect life
and property, it follows that from the date
in the country.
of effective occupation he becomes responsible
for the maintenance of order, for the execution of the laws, and for
the enforcement of the requirements of the convention, or of the gen-eral laws of war in respect to the government and administration of
the occupied district.
ARTICLE

XLIII.

'The authority of the Jeglt·
lmate power having actually
passed Into the bands of the
occupant. the latter shall
take all steps in his power
to Te-establlsh and Insure,
as far· as possible, puhlfc
.order and safety, while re·spectlng, unless absolutely
prevented, the laws In force
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XLIV.

XLIV.

The view which now prevails in respect to
the relation which exists between the inhabpopulation of occupied terri- itants of occupied territory and the commandtory to take part In military
operations against its own ing general of the occupying forces is that
country Is prohibited.
their allegi~'nc~ to their own government remains unchanged; no new tie of allegiance is created, nor is their temporary allegiance transferred from their own state to 'that of the·
enemy as a consequence of military occupation. The commander of'
the invading army is the supreme authority in the territ~ry occupied •
by the for.ces under his command, and in him are vested, for the time
being, alllegisla"tive, executive, and judicial authority.
Any

compulsion

of

the

As the occupant actually exerciS(>S authority, and ns the legitimate Government Is 'prevented from exercising its authority, the eccupant ncquires a temlJOrary right of' administration over the respective territory and its inhabitants.
And all steps he takes in the exercise of this right must be recognized by the
legitimate Government after occupation has ceased. This administration Is in
no wise to be eompnred with ordinary administrntlon. for It is distinctly and
precisely military administration. In carrying It out the occupant is, on the one
hand, totally independent of the Constitution and the laws of the respective territory, since occupation is an aim of warfare, and since the maintenance and
safety of his forces and the purpose of war stnnd in the foreground of his
Interest and must be promoted under nil circumstances and conditions. But,
although regnrding the safety of his army nnd the purpose of war the occupant
Is vested with an almost absolute power, he Is, on the other hand, not the
Sovereign of the territory, and he. therefore, has no right to make such changes·
of the laws and of the administration as are not temporarily necessitated by his
interest In the maintenance and safety of his army and in the realisation of the
~urpose of war.
(II Oppenheim, p. 173-174.)

But the control which the commanding general exercises over the
inhabitants of occupied territory is not based upon any theory of
allegiance, their relation to him being out of constrained obedience
to his commands. As the allegiance of tl1e population has not been
changed, the occupying commander can not compel the individuals
compo'>inl!, it to commit acts of treason; that i", to take part in :1ets
of hostility against their own government. The rule as stated correctly expresses the law and should stand.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

XLV.

Any pressure on the popuIatlon of occupied territory
to take the oath to the hostile Power Is prohibited.

XLV.

For the reasons stated in the discussion of
Articles XLIII and XLIV, the propriety of
the prohibition which is embodied in Article
XLV is apparent, and the article should continue in force.
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ARTICLE

XLVI.

In this article certain objects of protection
are named which belligerents for more than
a century have conceded are entitled to as
complete an immunity from the operations of
war as it is possible to afford them. Private
property may be taken by way of contribution or requisition, in order to compel the enemy to bear his share of
the burdens and hardships of war, but it can not be confiscated-that
is, it can not. be seized by way of punishment for a breach of allegiance. for no tie of allegiance exists between the inhabitants of the
occupied territory and the invading enemy. It is not understood that.
in the operation of a penalty which may be imposed by a military
commission or other t'ribunal with jurisdiction to try cases in occupied territory. the private property of an individual may not be
taken. It is rather a taking without compensation-a taking which
is not in conformity to the laws of war which is here made the subject
of the express prohibition.
·
AaTicu:

XLVI.

J.'amlly honours and rights.
lndlvlduai lives and private
property, as well as rellglou~ convictions and liberty. must b~ r~ spectPd.
Private prop<>rt;v can not
be confiscated.

ARTICLE

XL VII.

In this article the reasonable rule of international law on the subject of pillage is made
hlbfted.
the subject of conventional prohibition. No
change or amendment is suggested.
AaTICL&

xr.viJ.

Plllag~ 1~ rormall;v pro-

ARTICLE

XLVIII.

The rule gov~rning the fiscal administration of occupied territory is correctly stated
pied. th~ occupant collects
in this article. The occupying authority may
the taxes. dues. and tolls
imposed for· the benefit of continue to impose the burdens already authe State. lw shall do lt. as
thorized and, if justified by military neces.<;ity,
far as possible, In accordance with thl' ruh•• In ex- n~y increase . them, but to the authority or
lstence and the assessment power to impose and collect taxes, which he
ln force . and will In consequence be bound to defray is conceded to possess, there is here added a
the expenses of the admlnfs- corresponding obligation that out of the rev~
tratlon of the occupied territory on the same scale as enue so obtained he must meet the expendithat by which the tegtttmate tures to which tho$e revenues were applied
Government was bound.
prior to the occupation; the measure of the
obligation assumed by the belliger~nt is indicated in the expres.-;
statement of the objects to which the revenue raised by the belligerent shall be applied-that is, "to defray the expenses of the adminisARTICLE

XLVIII.

If. In the territory occu-
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tration of the occupied territory on the same scale us that by which
the legitimate Government was bound."
If a particular class of expenditure becomes impracticable or
impo~sible, due to the fact of occupation, as !l:n expenditure for the
support of schools or churches, etc., the revenue applicable to that
class of expenditure may be applied by the commanding general to
other public uses.
ARTICLE

XLIX.

It rarely happens in war that the revenues
derived from occupied territory are exactly
d'
f
applicable to the objects o expen Iture to
which they were appropriated in time of
d'
f
b'
S
orne o Jects o expen Iture cease to
peace.
exist, due to the fact that war exists. If the
courts of the state or its schools can not be
such territory,
maintained for considerable periods of time, due to the vicissitudes
of military operations, the sums ordinarily provided for their maintenance can not be expended. New objects of expenditure .are developed as a consequence of the occupation of the territory, and these,
in accordance with the terms of the article, must be justified by military necessity, or muSt be necessary in order to meet the increased_ cost
of administration.
ARTICLE

XLIX,

It, besides the taxes mentloned In the preceding Artlcle the occupant levies
other money taxes In the occupled territory, this can
only be for military necesslties or the administration of

ARTICJ,E

L.

The right of a belligerent to levy what
are known as "collective penalties" has long
been conceded. "\\There offenses against the
laws of war are committed by residents of a
particular locality under such circumstances
as to render the detection of the individual
responsible,
offenders difficult or impossible, the town, district, or other organized
community in which the offenses are being committed may be held
collectively responsible for their commission, in this way making the
community responsible for the misdeeds of its individual members.
To justify a resort to this procedure, however, the local authorities
must be in a position to act, by way of prevention, and the unlawful
acts alleged to have been committed must be within the power of such
authority to control, by an exercise of reasonable diligence, in respect
to the measures of prevention resorted to with a view to the prevention or repression of the conduct complained of.
The rule as stated in the article is in accordance with the views of
text writers of standard authority and does not seem to stand in need
of revision.
ARTICLE L .

eyo general penalty, pecun·
lary or otherwise, can be lntllcted on the population on
account of the acts of lndividuals for which It can not
be regarded as collectively
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ARTICLE Ll.
Although the entire legislative, executive,
No tax shall be collected and judicial power in occupied territory is
except under a written order vested in the commanding general of the occuand on the responsibility of
pying forces, there must be an express exera Commander-In-Chief.
This collection shall only cise of legislative power on the part of that
take place, as far as possible,
In accordance with the rules officer if a new tax is to be imposed or an
In existence and the assess- addition made to an old one. In such an
ment of taxes In force .
For every payment a re- exercise of legislative power the commanding
ceipt shall be given to the general, unless a different practice is directed
taxpayer.
by military necessity, is required to follow
the methods of raising revenue which prevailed in the territory prior
to its military occupation.
'
This exercise of legislative authority is also restricted to the commanding general of the occupying forces and can not be exercised by
subordinate commanders. As an exercise of legislative power is in
question, the article very properly requires the act of the commanding
general to be reduced to writing-this with a view to complete the
public record of legislative acts and to assimilate the legislation of
the commanding general to the existing revenue system. He is further required to conform to the rules and systems of assessment which
are in force in the occupied territory. The reason for this has
already been explained. The giving of receipts is required in order
to secure the equitable and orderly exercise of the power to raise revenue and to mitigate future exactions which may be imposed upon a
particular payee or property holder.
ARTICLE . LII.
ARTICLE Lll.
In this article the distinction established by
Nelther,requtsltion In kind international law between contributions and
nor services can be de- requisitions is properly preserved. Oontribumanded from communes or
Inhabitants except for the tions are levies made by the commanding gennecessltles of the army of eral of the occupying forces upon the entire
occupation. They must be
In proportion to the re- territory which he holds in secure military
·sources of the country, and occupation. Requisition8 are levies usually,
of such a nature as not to
•
Involve the population In the but not always in kind, for the support of the
obligation of taking part In invading army, which are provided for iJi
military operations against
their country.
regulations or general orders, and are levied
These requisitions and and collected by subordinate commanders.
services shall only be de·
manded on . the authority of Subsistence, forage, and other stores needed
the Commander In the lo- for the use or support of an army may be
callty occupied.
The contributions tn kind obtained, wholly or in part, from the occupied
shall, as far as possible, be territory in the operation of requisitions, and
paid for in ready money ; If
not, their receipt shall be an army which subsists itself in this manner
acknowledged.
is said to "live on the country." The services
of men, teams, and animals may be obtained in 'the same manner.
ARTICLE

Ll.
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As requisitions are levied locally, though in conformity to general
instructions or regulations, the burden imposed falls in great part
upon the inhabitants of towns, villages, and communes, and the restrictive clauses of the article set forth the conditions under which
supplies and services may be obtained by means of requisitions. , The
levies must be in proportion to the resources of the individual or the
locality, and must not require the residents of occupied territory who
are· compelled to render them to take part in military operations
against their own country.
The requirement as to receipts serves two purposes. If the owner
of the property which has been taken by way of requisition is subsequently reimbursed, either by the invader or by his own government, the receipt measures the extent and amount of his demand for
reimbursement. "\Vhether he is so reimbursed or not, the receipt may
be produced and shown to the commanding officer of a requisitioning
party with a view to reduce the amount of future demands .for eithet·
supplies or services.
ARTICLE

AancLE LIII.

LUI.

In this article the effort ha1; been Q1<lde to

An army of occupation classify certain kinds of property from the
can only take pos,ession of · point of view of their liability to capture or
the cash, funds, and property liable to requisition be- appropriation.
In the first paragraph of the
longing strictly to the State, articl-e the several classes of state }WOperty
depllts of arms, means of
transport, stores and sup- which are liable to capture are stated and
plies, and, generally, all described.
In the second paragraph certain
movable property of the
state which may be used for classes of private property are mentioned
military operations.
which may be taken or used, but must be
Railway plant, land tel('graphs, telephones, steam .. rs restored at the peace, and, in proper cases,
and other ships, apart from with indemnities for their· use.
4-s to the seccases governed by maritime
law, as well as depnts or ond paragraph, it may be said that the article
arms and, generally, all applies a conventional rule to a case as to
kinds of war material. even
though belonging to compa- which there was no general unanimity, either
nles or to private persons, of practice or opinion, at the date of its
are likewise material which
may serve for military oper- adoption.
The article is one which should be
atlons, hut they must be re- judged by its operation, and sufficient expestored at the conclusion of
peace, and Indemnities paid rience has not yet been obtained to show
for them.
whether it should or should not be made the
subject of revision or amendment.
At the first conference Mr. de Bille, of Denmark, proposed to add
to the second paragraph of this article a · provision protecting the
landing connections of submarine cables within the maritime terri, torial limits of the signatory states. The Government of Denmark
had made a similar proposition in the Conference at Brusseb in 187L
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The Danish delegate declared that he would have preferred to extend the
protection of this Article to all submarine cables in their full extent, but for
practical reasons he confined his proposition upon this occasion to the protection of the landing connections within the limit of one league from the shore,
hoping that the Immense h:ilportance of the sub.ject of protecting all submarine
cables. would cause it to be referred to a future conference. Lord Pauncefote,
on behalf of Great Britain, declared that his Go,·ernment could not consider
this subject as falling· properly within the jurisdiction of a Committee having
charge of the rules of war on land; and the Danish delegate, under these circumstances, withdrew his proposition. ( Holl's, p. 159.)

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the Conference acted with
great wisdom in determining not to attempt to regulate the use or
prohibit the cutting of deep-sea cables in tjme of war. In the present
condition of cable communication, and having regard to the fact that
when a cable is cut by a belligerent the act is dictated by the highest
considerations of military necessity, I think the rejection of Mr. de
Bille's proposition was eminently proper, and the regulation and
interruption of ocean submarine cables was left to the application of
the rules of international law.
The exercise of discretion on the part of a public officer in time of
peace represents a judgment reached by that officer, upon certain considerations of fact. It involves an exercise of judicial rea~oning and
a careful weighing of a number of considerations of fact which enter
into and are made the basis of the discretionary judgment. Every
step taken by a commanding general in the conduct of military operations and in the measures to which he finds himself compelled to
resort in dealing with the personal and prope~y rights of residents of
occupied territory must be justified by military necessity and is the
result of an exercise of a high legal discretion in that regard which is
vested in such commanding general by the laws and usages of war.
Where the law vests an exercise of discretion in a public officer, the
courts will, as a ruie, sustain the act of discretionary judgment and·
will refrain from inquiring into the incidents of its exercise. The
same rule regulates the courts in passing upon the acts and. measures
of a commanding general in occupied. territory in time of war. As
the reasons which actuated him in a particular act of discretion are,
as a rule, exempt from judicial review, it is highly proper that they
should not be made the subject of treaty regulation. By an exercise
of the treaty-making power the acts of a commanding general may be
taken out of the field of discretionary judgment altogether, and his
conduct in a particular regard may be controlled by a conventional
rule; but it is to the highest degree inexpedient to attempt to regulate
an exercise of discretion in time of war, and in the territory of an
enemy, by a requirement of conventional law.

'
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LIV.

This article supplies a just and equitable·
rule to govern the commanding general of an
occupving force in dealing with rolling stock
"
and railway materiel belonging ,to lines which
extend beyond the boundaries of the occupied
territory, presumably, and in a majority of
. cases, into neutral states. The rule is a safe one; it need give no
occasion for difficulty in execution, and should stand without revision.
ARTICLE LIY.

The plal)t of railways
coming from neutral States,
whether the property of
tbose States or of companl~s
or of private persons, sball
be sent back to them as, soon
as possible.
1

ARTICLE

LV.

LV.

It is the evident purpose of this article to
define the ownership of certain property and
works belonging to the public, but not designed for or appropriated to military uses
or purposes at the outbreak of the war. Certainly the cost of administration should constitute a charge against the revenue derived·
from such properties. In the meaning which
has been assigned to the term "usufruct" in
both the common and civil law, the usufructuary is entitled to the enjoyment of the revenue so long as he preserves the substance or capital of which he appropriates and uses
the usufruct. In its applicf!tion to the commanding general of occupied territory this means that, so long as he maintains the properties
thus unimpaired, he may apply the usufructuary revenue to the necessary expenses of the military occupation.
ARTICLE

The occupying State shall
only be regardt>d as administrator and llSufructuary of
the public buildings, real
property. forests, and agricultural works belonging to
the hostile State, and situated In the occupied country.
It must }>rotect the
capital of these properties.
and administer It according
to the rules of usufruct.

ARTICLE

LVI.

It is the purpose of this article to give a
definite status to certain public property be1onging
· t o po l't'
· t'.tons correspon d 1 lea1 organ1za
ing to municipal cot·porations, but forming no
part of th. e fixed or movable propertv. of the
belligerent state. In all dealings with such
property the commanding Q'eneral of the oc=
cupying forces is required to distinguish it
from state property, properly so called, and
to regard it as private property which, save
for the express exceptions which are made in
the body of the article, is subject to requisition and to such other burdens as may be imposed for the benefit of the occupying forces. Such
ARTICLE

LVI.

The property of the communes, that of religious,
charltablt>, and educational
Institutions, and those of
arts and science, even when
State property, shall be
treated as private propE't'ty.
All st>lzur<' of, and dt>structlon, or Intentional damagt'
done to such Institutions, to
historical monuments, works
of art or science, Is prohibIted, and should he made the
subject of proceedings.
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property is also entitled to the protection and immunity which b
accorded to the property of individuals and corporations by the con·
vention of 1899.
With a view to remove any doubt as to the immunity which is
accorded in the treaty to historical monuments, works of art, etc., the
second paragraph contains an express prohibition in respect to their
seizure, injury, or destruction, and requires such acts of spoliation
to be made the subject of a resort to disciplinary rrteasures on the part
of the commanding general of the occupying forces.
Section IV.-INTERNMENT OF BELLIGERENTS AND THE CARE OF
WOUNDED IN NEUTRAL COUNTRIES.

In order to bring the several, requirernents of this section into
effective operation, organized commands or individual members of
a belligerent army must have sought and obtained asylum in neutral
territory. By the granting of such asylum the neutral obligations
of the state which has afforded it are called into activity. Those
obligations, as now understood at international law, require such
neutral state to disarm the forces to whom asylum has been granted,
to intern them, and to support them at the cost of the belligerent
government in whose.service they are until hostilities have terminated
or a peace has been concluded.
ARTICLE
Section IV.-ON THE INTERNMENT OF BELLIGERENTS AND THE
CARE OF THE WOUNDED IN NEUTRAL COUNTRIES.
ARTICLE

J,VII .

A neutral State which recclvcs In Its territory troops
belonging to the belligerent
armies shall intern them , as
far as possible, at a distance from the theater of
war.
It can keep them In camps.
and even confine them In
fortresses or. locations assigned for this purpose.
It shall decide whether
officers mJly be left at lib·
erty on giving their parole
that they will not leave the
Deutral territory without
authorization.

LVII.

In this article the spedfic duty of internment is enjoined, and the character and
method of its performance are provided for.
The neutral state is also authorized to accord
certain privileges to commissioned officers in
the operation of aJ)propriate paroles, subJ'ect,
however, to the limitation that no paroled
officer shall leave the territory of the neutral
state without authorization. The power competent to g1:ant such authorization is not
stated. but as the obligation of the neutral
state iH to intern officers or enlisted men to
whom it has granted asylum until the end of
the war it is understood that the neutral state,
save with the consent of the proper belligerent is without authority to permit a })aroled
'
,
·officer to return to his home.
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LVIII.

LVIII.

An asylum may be and usually is demanded
and accorded under circumstances of great
emergency; the neutral may suddenly find
itself with a considerable number· of troops
on its hands, with no previous understanding
with their own government as to reimbursement of the cost of their support. To such
a case the article under examination applies
a remedy, and prescribes the kind and amount of support and relief
which shall be afforded to the interned troops; it also makes adequate
provision for the final reimbursement of expenses incurred in their
behalf at the conolusion of peace between the belligerent states.
ARTICLE

Fatltng a special Convention, the neutral State shall
supply the Interned with the
tood, clothing, and relief required by humanity.
At the conclusion of peace,
the expenses caused by the
Internment shall be made
good.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

LIX.

A neutral State may authorize the passage through
Its territory of wounded or
sick belonging to the belligerent armies, on condition
that the trains bringing
them shall carry neither
combatants nor war material.
In such a case the
neutral State Is bound to
adopt such m~>asures of
safety and control as may be
necessary for the purpose.
Wounded and sick brought
under these conditions Into
neutral territory by one of
the belligerents, and belongIng to the hostile party, must
be guarded by the neutr.a l
State, so as to insure th~>ir
not taking part again In the
military operations.
The
same duty shall .devolve on
the neutral State with regard to wounded or sick of
the other army who may be
committed to Its care.

LIX.

This article should be read in connection
with paragraph 1, article 2, of the Geneva
Convention of 1906, which provides that:
Subject to the cm·e that mu~t be taken of them
under the preceding article, the sick and wounded of
an army who fall Into the power of the other belligerent become prisoners of war, and the general
rules of international law In respect to prisoners
become applieable to them.
The belligerents remain free. however. to mutually
agree upon such clauses, by way of exception or
favor. In relation to the wounded or sick as they
may deem proper. They shall especially have authority to agree:
1. To mutually return the sick and wounded left
on the field of battle after an engngement.
2. To send back to their own country the sick and
wounded who have rec:overed, or who are In a condition to be transported and wbom they do not desire
to retain as prisoners.
3. To send tile sick and u:ou1uled of the enemy to a

'rleutral state, 1dth the CO'rise-nt of the latter and on
wndition that it shall charge itself with their internment until the close of
hostilities.

'Vith a view to make clear the rights and duties of a neutral state
in both conventions, it would seem to be advisable that if any revision
of this article is undertaken the effort should be made to distinguish
it in its operation from the clam;e of the Geneva convention above
cited .• Article 59 makes sufficient provision for the mere transit
through neutral. territory of sick and wounded belonging to the
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enemy; article 2 of the GenHa conwntion permits a neutral to
receive the sick and wounded of a belligerent on condition that they
shall be interned during the continuance of the war. In other words,
two cases are provided for: ( 1) Convoys of sick and wounded which
are passing through neutral tt>rritory, for which provision is made
in article 59 of The Hague convention, and (2) eollections of sick
and wounded who are sent ·to neutral territory, with its consent
and in the operation of agreements to that end which have been
entered into by the commandt>rs of the belligerent forces in the field.
Cases of the first class call for the performance of neutral duties during the transit merely; caf'es of the second class impose certain dutie"
upon the neutral state which only terminate with the execution of a
treaty of peace or with the conclusion of an armistice entered into by
the belligerents with a view to the termination of hostilities.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

LX.

Tbe Geneva ConvE-ntion
applies to sick and wounded
Interned In neutral territory.

LX.

This article should be read in connection
with paragraph 3, article 2, of the Geneva
Convention of 1906, which provides that belligerents "shall have power to agree:"

To send the sick and woundecl of the enemy to a neutral state, with the COlisent of the latter and on conditiQ11 that it shall charge itself with their internment until the close of hostilities.

With a view to make clear the rights and duties of neutral states
under both conventions, it would seem to be advisable that if any
revision of this article is undertaken an effort should be made to distinguish ·it in its operation from the corresponding clause of the
Geneva convention. Article 59 makes specific provision for the mere
passage of convoys of sick and wounded through neutral territories.
Article 2 of the Geneva convention permits a neutral to receive the
sick and wounded of a belligerent army on condition that they shall
be interned during the continuance of the war. In other words, two
cases are provided for: ( 1) Convoys of sick and wounded which are
passing through neutral territory, for which provision is made in
article 59 of The Hague convention; (2) collections of sick and
wounded which are sent to neutral territory for· internment in the
operation of agreements to that end which have been entered into by
the commanders of the belli~rent forces in the field. Cases of the
first class call for the performance of neutral duties during the
transit merely; cases of the second class impose certain duties upon
the neutral state which only terminate with the execution of a treaty
of peace or with the conclusion of an armistice entered int~ by th€'
belligerents with a view to the termination of hostiiities.
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LAUNCHING OF PROJECTILES FROM BALLOONS.

The first of the three declarations which were embodied in The
Hague Convention of July 29, 1899, contains the requirement thatThe contracting powers ugree, for a period of five years, to forbid the throwing
of projectiles and explosives from balloons or by other new methods of a similar
nature. (Dec. I, Hague Conf., Davis's Int. Law, p. 564.)

Balloons.were first used for purposes of reconnoissance at the battle of Fleurus in 1794. They were occasionally employed by the
Russians in 1812, and somewhat more extensively by the United
States during the period of the civil war. They were more frequently
and usefully employed, however, by the French during the investment
of Paris by the Germans in 1870 and 1871, w~~n 64 balloons were
sent up, in one of which M. Gambetta escaped from the city and was
thus enabled to organize resistance to the further advance of the German armies in the unoccupied provinces of France, their 1chief use
being as a means of communication, rather than as an agency for
obtaining information as to the location or movements of the German
arm1es.
This use was strongly opposed by the German military authorities,
who gave the French Government to ,understand that they would
regard persons engaged in the management of balloons as spies.
Indeed, two correspopdents of the Figaro and Gaulois, two important
French newspapers, were directed to be executed, on the ground that
the information gained by them would be used to the disadvantage of
Prussia. Execution was stayed by the crown prince, however, who
subsequently ordered that they should be "set free as soon as they
could do no harm."
Since the Franco-Prussian war balloons have come into general use
as a means of communication between fortified places or detached
armies and for reconnoissance purposes; they were so employed by
the Japanese at the battle of Liaoyang and by the British forces during the Boer war. It has also been attempted to use them, but with. out marked success, for the purpose of obtaining photographic maps
of territory in the possession of the enemy.
The use of balloons for the purposes above stated is now regarded
as entirely legitimate, and is expressly authorized by Article XXIX
of The Hague convention, although the immunity which is accorded
by that article is restricted to the "individuals sent in balloons to
deliver dispatches, and generally to maintain communication between
the various parts of an army or a territory."
As the prohibition embodied in the declaration above cited was
restricted to a period of five years, it ceased to be obligatory upon the
signatory powers on July 29, 1904; but I have been unable to find
that it has ever been seriously proposed by any modern .government
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.
to adopt balloons as platforms from which shells or projectiles could
.

be directed against the enemy. The reasons in support of the view
that they are entirely unlikely to come into general use as agencies of
destruction are well stated in Rolls's Hague Conference, in which it
is stated thatThe action taken was for humanltarlun reasons alone. and was founded upon
the ovinlon that balloons. as they now exist, form so uncertain u means of Injury,
that they cannot be used with uccurncy. The persons or objects Injured b~·
throwing explosives may be .entirely disconnected from tbe conflict, nnd such
that their injury or destruction would be of no practical advantage to tile party
making use of tile machines. The limitation of the prohibition to five years'
duration preserves llbet·ty of action under such changed clr<·umstances as rna~·
be produced by tile progress of invention. (Rolls's Peace Conf., p. 1)5.)

EMPLOYMENT OF PROJECTILES HAVING FOR THEm SOLE PURPOSE TO DIFFUSE ASPHYXIATING OR DELETERIOUS GASES .

.

The second declaration which was reached by the conference and
embodied in its convention provides thatThe contructing powers agree to forbid the employment of projectiles which
have for their sole purpose the diffusion of asphyxinting or deleterious gases.
(Dec. II, Hague Conf., Davis's Int. Law, \>· 564.)

The chemical composition of modern powders, including those used
for artillery and small arms, is such that when fired or exploded
certain gases are formed which are disagreeable and to some extent
annoying to those who are compelled to inhale them; this for the
reason that the gases set free by explosion are acrid in character and
have a tendency to irritate the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs of those
in whose presence or vicinity they are exploded. 'Vhile these gases
are slightly "deleterious," they are not "asphyxiating," and they
result from the combustion of all powders, especially the smokeless
types that are habitually used in modern armies. Clearly these
powders, though not pleasant to inhale, are not included within the
scope of the prohibition.
·when it is attempted to go a step further and undertake to describe
the powders and other components the use of which is prohibited in
the declaration, we are met at the threshold of the inquiry by the fact
that there are no such explosives. None have ever been invented or
experimented with, and no government, so far as I can learn, has
caused investigations to be prosecuted along such lines of inquiry.
Explosives for use in small arms as well as in the artillery service
may be roughly classified into " propelling charges," on which the
propulsion of the projectile depends, and "bursting charges," which
are relied upon in the explosion of shells and mines; the exploding
charges used in torpedoes belong to this class.
The best modern practice contemplates the use of smokeless powder
in firing or propelling charges. As to bursting charges, it is impor-
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tant that the powder used should be a somewhat more powerful
explosive agent, as i~ is desirable to obtain considerable velocity for
the exploded fragments when the shell bursts in the air in the vicinity
of troop~ of the enemy, and that it should have greater rending
power if used against battle ships or if the projectiles are used as
mining shells. For these reasons picric acid is very freely used as a
component of bursting powders and the products of explosion are
to some extent delet~rious. That is, if it were possible to explode a
Lyddite shell which contained picric acid in a small, close room, the
gases liu~rated would be sufficitmtly poisonous to endanger life. But
no such result attends the explosion of that compound in the air,
where the gases are instantly dispersed. Field batteries are usually
furnished with a few shells which are intended to be used in the
ascertainment of ranges, and for that reason have a buri'ting charge
' which will give out a large volume' of smoke on explosion: but these
powders are in no sense deleterious.
As all picrate compounds are easily exploded, they are to an appreciable extent uncertain and dangerous to use as bursting charges, and
for that reason the United States Navy uses a less high explosive as
a bursting charge for its shells.
The reasons that actuated Captain Mahan, a delegate to the first
conference, in v<>ting against this declaration are given in the following statement and are inserted in the report of the committee charged
with the preparation of the declaration:
1. That no shell emitting such gases is as yet in practical use or has under-,
gone adequnte experiment : eon~equentl~·. a vote taken now would be taken in
ignot·anee of the facts fiS to whether the results would be of u decisive character.
'or whether injury in excess of that necessary to attain the end of warfare,
•
of immediately disabling the enemy, would be inflicted.
2. '!'hat the reproach of cruelty and perfidy addressed figainst these supposed
shells was equally uttered form erly figainst firearms find torpedoes, although
each a re now employed without scruple. Until we know the effects of such
asphyxiating shells, there was no saying whether they would be more or less
merciful than missles now permitted.
3. That it was illogical and not demonstmbly humane, to be tender about
asphyxiating men with gas, when all were prepared to admit that it was
allowable to blow the bottom out of an ironclad at midnight, throwing four or
five hundred men into the sea to be choked by water, with scarrely the remotest
chance of escape. If, and when. a shell emitting asphyxiating gases has been
successfully produced, then, find not before, will men be able to vote Intelligently
on the subject. (Hulls's Peace Conf., p. 119.)

It would thus appear- that, at the date of the adoption of the
declaration above cited, there was. no compound in use, or even in
<'Xistence, which generated in its explosion the deleterious or asphyxiating gases which are made the subject of the conventional prohibition. It is therefore suggested that if any revision is proposed
1084-07-4
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it would be desirable to favor the repeal or omission of the requirement. If the deClaration gives rise to no discussion, it is not believed
to be of sufficient importance to charge the delegation with the duty
of suggesting that its omission or revision is desired.
EMPLOYMENT OF JACKETED OR INCISED BULLETS.

The third declaration which was admitted to the convention contains the requirement thatThe contracting powers agree to forbid the employment of bullets which
expand or flatten easily in the human body, such as bullets the jackets of which
do not entirely cover the. core or are provided with incisions.. (Davis's Int.
Law, p. 564, Dec. III , Hague Conf.)

It has been seen, in the discussion of the declaration respecting
balloons and deleterious or asphyxiating gases, that the conference
erred in undertaking to legislate in respect to the use of agencies
of destruction which were not in existence, and which had never been
seriously proposed for adoption with a view to their use in war. The
declaration under examination is subject to criticism on the same
ground.
If the prohibition be analyzed, it will at once appear that it relates
to a particular mechanical construction of small-arm projectiles,
rather than to their effects as instruments of war. That is to say,
there may be a great number of ways in which a bullet may be
constructed which will not come within the scope of the prohibition, but which, if used in war, is calculated to inflict an unnecessarily cruel and painful wound. In other words, the declaration prohibits the use of .bullets "the jackets of which do not entirely cover
the core or are provided with incisions," but is inoperative as to
bullets not subject to these specifiO' objections, but which are so
constructed as to add unnecessarily to the severity of the wound
inflicted.
It appears from the discussion of the committee that the construction of what was erroneously known as the "Dum-Dum" bullet
was made, in most part at least, the basis of prohibition. Sir John
Ardagh, one of the English delegates, endeavored to show that the
Dum-Dum bullet, IJS actually jacketed and manufactured, was not
open to the objection stated in the resolution. It seems that Professor
Bruns had carried on a series of experiments at Tiibingen, extending
through several months of the year 1898, ·with a view to ascertain
the effects of certain small-arm projectiles on the human tissues.
He had used a jacketed bullet, the soft core of which extended beyond
the jack~t to the extent of a full diameter. The wounds caused by this
bullet were exceedingly severe, in point of fact frightful. The construction of the Dum-Dum bullet was then described by Sir John
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Ardagh, who, after explaining that the completely jacketed bullet
employed in the Lee-Metford rifle did not give enough shock on
impact with the human body to stop the enemy or so disable him as
to put him o1,1t of the fight, went on to say thatIt bas been pro\·en that in one of our small wars in India a man perforated
five times bi these bullets was still capable of walking to the English hospital
at a considerable distnnce for the purpose of having his wounds dressed. After
the battle of Omdurman, quite recently, it was shown that the greater number
of the Dervishes who were wounded, but who had still saved themselves by flight,
had been hit by small English bullets, at the same time when the Remington
and Martini bullets of the Egyptian army were sufficient to put the soldier
hor.~ de combat. It was necess:u·y to find a more efficacious means of warfare,
and, with this object in view, the .projectile kno~\'n under the name of the
Dum Dum bullet wns manufactured in India, at the arsenal of that· name
near Calcutta. In the Dum Dum bullet, the jacket ends by leaving a small
piece of the core uncovered. The efl'ect of this modification is to produce a
certain extension or convexity of the point, and to give a fot·ce more pronounced
than that of the bullet which is cOmpletely jacketed, at the same time, howevet, Jess efl'ecth·e than that of the Enfield, Snider, or Martini bullets, all of
which have greater calibre. The wounds made by this Dtin'l Dum hnllet ~"<uffiee
ordinarily to gh·e n stopping shoek and to plnee a soldier hunt de combat. but
their efl'ect Is by no means calculated to cause useless sufl'erlng. (Bolls's Peace
Cont., p. 99-100.)

Captain Crozier supported the position of Sir John Ardagh, and
deprecated the attempt to cover the principle of prohil:}ition of bullets
producing unnecessarily cruel wounds, by specification of details of
construction of the bullets, and he proposd the following fotm.ula as
an amendment :
The use of bullets intlietlng wounds of useless cruelty, such as rxplosive
bullets, nnd in general ,every kind of hullets which exceeds the limit ne<:'(>ssnry
for placing a man lwrll fie coml)(lt should he forbidden. ( Holls's Pence Cont.,
p. 103. )

The committee, however, adhered to the original proposition without even voting upon the amendment proposed by Captain Crozier,
the vote standing 20 to 2, the latter being Great Britain and the
United States of America; there was one abstention (Portugal);
China, Mexico, and Luxemburg were not represented on the committee.
Subsequently the subject was taken up· with a view to secure a text
which would meet the unanimous approval of the delegates. At
an informal meeting held at tha Hotel Des Indes on July 8, at which
Lord Pauncefote, Sir Henry Howard, Sir John Ardagh, Coionel a
Court, Jonkheer Van Karnebeek, Captain Crozier, and others were
present, the case was fuliy presented by Captain Crozier, whose
remarks, which are set forth in fu1l on pages i06 to 112 of Hblls's
Peace Conference, etc., may be read with great ·profit,_ as they
ate as ttue and appliclthle now as they werA when the subject was
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undergoing discussion in committee .and at the subsequent plenary
sessions of the conference. In spite of the cogent and powerful
:reasoning of Captain Crozier, however, the unmodified proposition
-was embodied in the convention, but was not accepted by England
.and the United States.
To sum up on this point, the proposition of the Russian delegates
provided thatThe use of bullets which expand or flatten easily in the human body, such as
jacketed bullets of which the jacket does not entit·ely coYer the core, or bas
incisions In It, should be forbidden. (Rolls's Pence Conf., p. 98.)

The proposition submitted by Captain Crozier contained the requirement thatThe use of bullets inflicting wounds of useless eruelty, sucli us explosh·e
bullets, and In general every kind of bullets which exceeds the limit necessary
for plaelng a man lwrs de combat should be forbidden. (Rolls's Peace Conf.,
p. 103. )

It is proper to note at this point that the preamble of the declaration of St. Petersburg of December, 1868, embodies the following
statement of reasons which led to the adoption of the declaration by
the signatory powers-! ·
Considering that the progress of civilization should have-the el'l'ect of alleviating as much as possible the calamities of war;
That the only legitimate object which ~<tates should endeavor to accomplish
during war is to weaken the military force of the enemy;
That for this purpose it is sufflelent to disable the gt·eatest possible number of
men;
That this object would be exceeded by the employment of arms which uselessly aggra\·ate the sul'l'erings of disabled men, or render their death inevitable;
That the employment of such arms would, therefore .. be contrary to the laws
«<f humanity. (Davis's Int. Law, p. 538.)

The objections to the Russian proposition are very clearly and acccurately stated by Captain Crozier, who says:
To the article as it stood he bad three objections: first. it prohibited the use
-of all expanding bullets, without reference to the fact that it might be desirable

in the future to adopt a musket of still smallet· caliber in conjunction with a
bullet which would expand regularly to n somewhnt larger size. Second, that
ily this Interdiction it might force people1 to the emj)loyment of a missile of a
more cmet character not forbidden by the article; and thirdly, that It con·demned the Dum Dum bullet without evidence against it. (Rolls's Peace
•Conf., pp. 112-113.)

Elsewhere Captain Crozier said, in speaking of the efforts that
might be put forth by states desiring to develop types of small arms
having smaller calibers than those now in use:
In devising means to increase the shock they will naturally examine the
()rohibitions which haYe been Imposed, and they will find that with the exception of the two classes, viz. : explosive bullets and bullets which expand or
1Iatten, the field is entirely clear; they wlll see that they can avoid the for-
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bidden detail of construction by making a bullet with a large part of the
covering so thin as to be ineffective, and that they can avoid altogether the·
• proscribed classes by making a bullet such that the point would turn easily to
'one side upon entering the body, so as to cause it to turn enu over enu, revolving about its shorter axis ;-it is well known how easily a rifle projectile can
be made to act in this wa~·. Or by making one of >:uch original fol'lll as, without changing it, would inftict a 'torn wound. It is useless to give further
examples. A technical officer could spend an indefinite time in suggesting
designs of bullets, desperately eruel in their effects, whieh, forbidden by the
amendment which I now propose. would be permitted under the at·tide as it
romes from the Committt>e. In faet, they wonld he en•n more tlu111 permitted,
for one might be driven, in the eff11rt to nvohl the specified class. to the adoption
of another less humane. If the shocking power of the bullet is to he increased
at all, anu we may be sure that if found neee:;;sary it will be done in one way
or another, what more humane method can be imagined than to have it simply
increase Its size in a regular manner? But this is forbidden, and consequently
there is great danger of some mot·e ct·uel method coming into use. when there
will not be a Conferenee ready to forbid it. There is always danger in attempting to cover a prin,clple by the specification of details, fo1· the latter can generally he avoided and the principle be thus violated. ( Holls's Peace Conf., pp.
109-110.)

It is greatly to be regretted that a proposition drawn upon the
lines laid down by Captain Crozier in his amendment was not
adopted by the conference, with \he addition, if need be, of such general terms of discretion a~ would prohibit the use in war of any smallcaliber projectile which is calculated to inflict wounds of needless
or unnecessary severity. Should a proposition to amend this declaration be submitted, a text following the lines of Captain Crozier's
, amendment might well be favored by the delegation.
TYPES OF FIELD ARTILLERY AND SMALL ARMS.

Two matters were submitted to and discussed by the first conference, but no agreement was reached as to their insertion in the body
of the convention.
Field guns.-It was proposed by the :i1ussian delegation that the
Powers should agree' thatXo field matf.'rial should be adopted of a model superior to the best material
now in use in any country-those countries having mnte1·ial inff.'rior to the best
now in use retaining the }JI'iVilf.'ge of adopting such best material. This proposition was rejected by a unanimous vote, with the exeeptlop of two abstentions.
namely: Russin and Bulgaria. (Holls's Peaee Conf., p. 95. )

Small arms.-In the matter of small arms the Russian proposition
was " that no Powers should change their existing type of small
arms." On this point Rolls says:
This proposition diffe1·e<1 essf.'ntinlly from the one regarding field guns, which
permitted all Powers to adopt thf.' most perfect matet·ial now in existence: thereason for the differenee was explaineu by the Huss ian representatiYe. to be,
that, whereas there was a great difference in the excellence of field artillery
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material now in use in tile dll'l'et·ent countries, that they all adopted substantially
· the same musket, and being on an equal footing. tile present would be a good
time to <-ease nmklng chunges. The objeet of the pt'o(liJsition wus f'tuted to be
purely e<i>noml<:al. It wus explained that the JHi>hlbltion to adopt u new type
of musket was not Intended to prevent the impro,·ement of exist-Ing types; but
this inuudiately ealled forth a diseussion as to what <i>nstitnted a type, ·and
what Improvements might be mude without falling under the prohibition of not
changing it. El'l'orts were made to cover tills point by specifying details, snell 11.8
Initial \'elodty, welgllt of the pt·ojeetiles, ete.: ulso by a propoj!ltlon to limit tile
time for whkll the prohibition sllould llold, but no ugreement could be secured.
Captain Crozier. on behalf of the rnited States of America, stated early In
the diseussion the attitude of America, namely: that It did not consider llmltatlons In regard to the use of military im·entlons to be conducive to the peace
of the world, and for that reuson propositions for such a limitation would not
generally be supported by the American reprefentatlves.
A sepal'Ute vote was taken on the question whether the Powers should agree
not to make use of automatic muskets. In the words of Captain Crozier, "As
this .may be taken as n f11ir example of the class of Improvements which,
although they muy ha1·e t·enched such a stage as to be falr!y before the world,
have not yet been adopteu by any nation. an analysis of the vote tal•en upon It
may be Interesting as showing the attitude of the dll'l'erent Powers In regard to
SU<'h que~tlons. " The Stutes \'otlng in fa\·or of the pt·ohlbltion were, Belgium,
Denmark. Spain. Xetherlunds, Persin. Ru~sia , Slum. Switzerland, and Bulgaria,
19). Those ,·oting n~rainst It were, Gemlan~·. Fnited States of AmPrica, Aus·
tria-Hungary, Gt·eat Britain. Italy, Sweden nnd Norwny, (6). Those allstalning were. Franr-e. Jnpan, Pot·tugal, Roumanla. Servia, and Turkey, ( 6). From
thi!! statement it mny be seen thnt none of the Great Powers, excevt Hussin,
was willing to n<'eept restrl(>tions In regard to military hupro,·ements. when
the question of increase of efficiency was Im·olved, and that only one great
Power, France. abstained from expressing an opinion upon the subject.
In the full Committee. after the failure of unothet· el'l'ort to secure the
adoption of the proposition, It was agreed that the subject should be releg11ted to
the future considerntlon of the dll'l'erent Go\·ernments. (Rolls's Peace Con f. ,
p. 96-97.)

The conclusion of the conference in this respec't Is embodied in
Resolution No. III, which provides thatThe Conferenee gh·e8
to murine artiller~· and
studied by governments
new types and calibers.
NEW

expres.'>lon to the de!<lre thnt tht> que~tlons t•elatlng
smnll-nrms. sueh as have heen im·estlgnteu by lt, be
with a \' lew to reach an understanding In respect to
(Res. No. III, Hague Conference.)
·
AG-~NCI:Q

<?F

D]il~T:U.UCTION.

The question was nlso raised as to whether thet·e should be any agreement In
regut·d to the use of new means of destruetlon. which might possibly have a
tendeney to come into vogue-such as those depending upon electricity and
chemistry. The Russian representuth·e declared that his Go\·ernment was In
favor of prohibiting the use of all such instt·umentalitles, because of the fact
that the means of destruction at present employed were quite sufficient; but
after a short discussion this question was also put aside for future consideration
on the part of the dilferent Powers. (Rolls's Peace Con f., p. 97-98.)
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The trend of inventive activity now runs in the direction of increasing the efficiency of exi~ting types of instruments of war n1ther than
in the discovery of new. agencies. In the absence of indications looking to the utilization of agencies and instrumentalities hitherto unknown, it may well be doubted whether the time and attention of the
conference can be profitably employed in a discussion, largely academic in character, as to the possibility of employing ~gencies hitherto
untried which are susceptible of use in the operations of war.
The rules of war that are embodied in the convention ofJ899 have
already been discussed, and in concluding the discussion of this part
of the programme the question arises, ·what subjects were in mind
in the preparation of the paragraphs respecting additions to the
rules governing " the rights of neutrals on land ", which is embodied
in the programme of April 3 and 12, 1906. In the absence of a suggestion as to what is intended to be made the subject of conventional
regulation, I can only recall a single subject which has not already
been discussed, and that relates to the newly invented system of wireless telegraph.
THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH.

The wireless telegraph as a means of obtaining and eommunicating information was first applied in actual warfare during the recent
operations in Manchuria and its adjacent territorial waters. Its present applications are numerous and important, and its possibilities,
though not fully developed, are known to be great and indicate a
constantly increasing field of application to the naval and military
operations of the future. But when all this has been said, the fact
remains that when reduced to its lowest terms the wireless telegraph
is simply a means of communication, and is in all respects similar to
other means of public communication which are in operation in both
neutral and belligerent states at the outbreak of war or which come
into existence during its continuance.
Among other unneutral services which may be undertaken by a
neutral state or by neutral subjects the maritime conveyance of the
enemy's dispatches has always been regarded as constituting a most
serious violation of neutral obligation, and when a ship is captlJ.red
on the high seas while conveying dispatches of an enemy to a hostile
destination the ship is invariably condemned. So, too, where an
individual is captured by a belligerent in occupied territory while
conveying dispatches to the enemy a serioi1s violation of the laws of
war has been committed, involving in a majority of cases an act of
espionage, and the offender is correspondingly punished. In both
cases, however, there is a specific violation of neutrality or an offense
against th~ laws of war, and the bearer of the hostile dispatc4 is
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made to ~uffer the penalty. Hall, a writer of high authority,
in respect of the neutral conveyance of enemy' dispatches:

say·~

\Vitb the transport of contraband merchandise is usually classed analogically
that of despatches bearing on the eonduet of the war. and of persons In the service of a belligerent. It is howe\·er more correct and not less eom·enient to
place adventm·es of this kind uuder a distinct bead, the analogy which they
possess to the ca~riage of at·tlcles contraband of war being always remote.
They differ from it in some cases by involving an intimacy of connexion with
the belligerent which cannot be inferred from the mere transport of contraband of war, and in others by implying a purely accidental and ahno>~t involuntary association with him. They are invariably something distinctly more m·
something, distinctly less than the transport of contrnband amounts to. When
they are of the former character they may be undertaken for profit alone, but
they are not in the way of mere trade. The neutral individual is not only takin~
his goods for sale to the best market, irrespectively of the effect which their
sale to a particular customer may have on the issue of the war, but be makes a
specific bargain to carry despatebes or persons in the service of the belligerent
for belligerent purposes ; he thus personally enters the service of the belligerent,
he contracts as a servant to perform acts intended to affect the ls!nJe of the war.
and be makes himself In effect the enemy of the other belligerent. In doing so
he does not compromise the neutrality of his own sovereigu, tecause the nonneutral acts are either as a matter of fact done beyond the territorial jurisdiction of the latter, or if initiated within It, as sometimes is the case in carrying
despatebes, they are of too secret 11 nature to he, as a general rule, !mown 01'
prevented. Hence the belligerent Is allowed to protect himself by means analogous to those which be uses In the suppression of contraband trade. He stops
be trade by force, 11nd Inflicts 11 penulty on the neutral Individual. The real
analogy between carriage of contraband and acts of the kind in question lies not
in the natm·e of the acts, but in the nature of the remedy applicable in respect
of them. (Hall's Int. Law, p. 673-674.)

''There, however, mail or telegraphic communications exist in a neutral state, which the public at large has the right to use and which
form a connecting link in a system of telegraphic or mail communication extending perhaps beyond the territory of the neutral, the
belligerent can not complain if an occasional communication between
detachments of the enemy or between the enemy and his government passes through the mails or over the wires. On this point Hall
says:
If 11 neutral, who hils been In the habit in the war of his ordinnry business of
carrying post-bags to or from a belligerent port. receiYes senled de~'<patcbes with
other letters in the usual b11gs, or if he e,·en re<'eives a sepnrate bundle of despatches without special remuneration, he cannot be said to make a bargain with
the belligerent, or to enter his serviee personally, for belligerent purposes.
He cannot eYen be said to bnve done nn net of trnde of which he knows that the
etl'e<'t will be injurious to the other belligerent; despatches may be noxious,
but they mny also be Innoxious; and the mere banding over of despatches to
him In the ordinary course of business atl'ords him no menns of judging of their
tluality. A neutral accepting despatches in this manner cannot therefore be
,
subjected to a penalty. (Ibid., p. 674.)
Despatches not being necessarily noxious, a neutral carrier is not necessarily
exposed to a penalty for having made a specific bargain to carry them. He
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renders himself liable to It only when there Is reasonable ground for belief that ·
he is aware of 'their eonnPxion, with purposes of the war. As the bearer of
letters eannot be assumed to be acquainted with their contents, the broad
external fact of their destination is taken as the test of their charac·ter. and
consequently as the main ground for fixing him with ot· exonerating him from
responsibility. Two classes of despntches are In this mannet• dlstinetly marked.
Those which are sent from aect·edited diplomatic or consular agents . residing
in a neutral country to theit· government at home, or invet·sely. nt·e not JWesum·
ably written with a belligerent object, the propet• function of sueh agents being
to keep up relations between their own nnd the neutral state. The deKrmtches
are themselves exempt ft·om seizure, on the ground that their transmission is
as importnnt in the interests of the neutral as of the belligerent eountry; and
to earry them is therefot·e an innocent act. (The Caruliue. VI Rob .. 4Gl; The
Madison, II Edwards, 22G; Ort()lan, Dip. de Ia l\Ier, II . 240; Calvo. se~ GOa,
Comp. Letter of :\Iarque of the Confedel'Rte States, ap. Ortolan. ib. Append.
XXI.) Those Oil the other hand which are addressed to persons in the military
senice of the belligerent, or to his unnceredited agents in a neutral state, may
oe presumed to have reference to the war; and the neutral is bound to act on
the pt·esumption. If therefore they are found, when dlseovered in hil" custody,
to be written with a belligerent purpof:e, it i~ not open to him to plead ignorance of their preeise contents; he is exonet·ated b~· nothing Ies~'< than ignoranee
of the fact that they are in his possession or of the quality of the person to
whom they are addre:o;:o;ed. Letters not addressed to persons falling within
t>ither of the abO\·e eategories are prima fucie ·innocent; if they contain noxious
matter the~· can only affect the vessel when other facts In the case show the
knowledge of the owner or master. Thus, where official despatehes of importnnce wet·e ~ent from Batavia to ~ew York. and were there given by a private
person, enclosed in an ot·dinary envelope, to the master of an American ship. for
transmission to another private person in France, the ship was relenst>d. on the
oath of the captain that he was Ignorant of the contents of the letters entrusted
to Lim. (Ibid, p. 67G-676.)
Vessels not being subject to a penalty for carrying despatehes in tht> wa;\· of
ordinary busint>ss, paekets of a regular mail line are exenl))ted as of cour"t>;
and merchant vessels are protected in like manner when, by unmicipal regula·
tions of the country from the pot·ts of whieh 'they have sailed. the~· are ohlh::t>ll
to take on board all go,·emment despatches or letters sent from the post-offices.
The great increase which has taken place of late yeat·s in the number of
steamers plying regularly with mails has gh·en illlilOrtanee to the question
whether It is possible to im·est them with further privilege><. At present.
although secure from condemnation. they are no more exempted than any other
private ship from visit ; nor does theft• own innocence protect their noxious contents, so that their post·bags may be se.ized on account of despntehes belie,·ed to
be within them. But the secrecy and regularity of postal communication is
now so necessary to the intercourse of nations, and the lntet•ests affected by
every detention of a mail are so great. that the practical enforcement of the
belligerent right would soon become intolernble to neutrals. Mueh tenderness
would no doubt now be shown In a naval war to mail vessels and their contents;
and It may be assumed that the latter would only be seized under very exc€'ptional circumstances. France In 1870 directed its officers that • when a vessel
subjected to visit is a packet·boat engaged In postal service, and with a government agent on board belonging to the state of which the ves>'el carries the flag,
the word of the agent may be taken liS to the character of the letters and
despatches on board; ' and it is likely that the line' of <.'Onduct followed on this
occasion will serve as a model to other belligerents. (Ibid, p. 678-679.)
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In concluding his discussion on the subject this writer says:
At the same time It Is lmposRible to o\·erlool( the fact that no national guar·
.:.utee of the Innocence of the contents of a mali can t·enlly be afl'orded by n
neutral power. ~o government t'<mld undertake to answer for all letters passed
in the ordinary manner through its post-offices. To give Immunity from seizure
as of right to neutral mail-bags would therefore be equivalent to re~;ignlng all
power to intercept correspondence between the hostile country and Its colonieR,
or. n distant expedition sent out by It; nnd It Is not difficult to Imagine occaslow; when the absence of such power might be n mutter of grave Importance.
Probably the best solution of the difficulty would be to concede immunity as a
gener~l rule to mail-bags, upon a declaration In writing being made by the
agent of the neutral government on board that no despntches are being cnrried
for the enemy, but to permit a belligerent to exnmine the bngs upon reasonable
grounds of suspicion being specifically stated in writing.
No usage has hitherto formed Itself on the subject. During the American Civil
Wur it was at first ordered by the go\·ernment of the United Stutes that duly
nuthenticated mali-bags should either be forwarded unopened to the foreign
department at Washington, or should be hnnded after seizure to a naval or
consular authority of the country to which they belonged, to be opened by him,
on the understanding that documents to which the belligerent government had
n right should be delivered to it. On the suggestion of the English government.
which expressed its belief • that the go,·ernment of the United States was
prepared to concede thnt all mall-bag~. clearly certified to be such, should be
exempt from seizure or visitation,' these orders were modified; and naval officers were directed, in the case of the capture of vessels carrying mails, to
forward the latter unqpened to their destination. (Ibid, 1>. 679--680.)

It has been seen that the rigor with which it is attempted to b:·e.L:.:
up contraband trade on the high seas in time of war does not extend
to such a trade when carried on by land. A similar distinction exists
between the conveyance of the enemy's dispatches, and the severe
penalties which are imposed upon a vessel engaged in such a conveyance are not applied, outside of the theater of war, to the transmission
of such dispatches by any methods which now exist for the transmission of communications by land.
As belligerents are not permitted to enter upon neutral territory,
and as the distinction between neutral and hostile dispatches does
not obtain on land, it has never been attempted to interfere with the
transmission by mail of the enemy's messages through neutral territory. During the Franco-Prussian war~for example, the dispatches
of the French Government to and from its naval commanders in the
Mediterranean passed by Italian mail routes and by neutral mail
steamers to their respective destinations, and the Italian Gpvernment
was not reg~trded as having rendered unneutral services by permitting
the transmission of such dispatches through its mails.
The same can be said of the transmission of enemy's dispatches
through neutral territory by lines of telegraphic or cable commu~i
cation. Cable lines in the theater of actual naval or military occupation come under the 'control of the belligerent commanders, and
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may be cut or interrupted, or may be subjected to such censorship
the military or naval commanders in the theater of hostiliti~s see
fit to impose upon grounds of military necessity; with this execption,
it is believed that the same principle would apply to a line of wireless telegraph th&t is conceded to apply to lines of mail, telegraphic,
or cable communicatl.on which have been established in ne,utral territory. If it forms part of a continuous line of communication, the
mere fact that a portion of it passed through neutral territory would
impose no greater obligation upon the neutral government than would
a mail route or a line of ordinary telegraphic communication. Professor !Iolland, of Oxford University, in a recent paper contributed
to the British Academy, says, in speaking of the obligation of a
neutral state to ptevent a belligerent from. establishing a wireless
telegraph status in its territory or territorial waters:
A neutral state is, no doubt, on principle, similarly bound to prevent the use
of Its territory for the reception and trnnsmi~Bion of messages by wireleSs
te!Pgrapby, In furtherance of belligerent intPrests; and Clllnn seems to have
accordingly destroyed, tllough tardily. the Pl~ctrical Installment placed by the
Russians In the neighborhood of Chefoo. for the maintennnce of communications
between the beleaguered fortress of Port Arthur and the outer world. (Neutral
Duties In a :Maritime War, by 'l'l10mas Ersldne Holland. Pro<'eedings of the
British Academy. II,~. VII )lom·e's Dig. Int. Law. 941.)
I

Professor Moore, the author of the International Law Digest, in
commenting upon the foregoing utterance, says:
Perhaps the learned author of the abo,·e passage did not intend to convey the
Idea that It would be the duty of a neutrnl stnte {o prev~nt a private company
engaged In transmitting wireless messages from receiving and transmitting any
such message In furtherance of belligerent interest!':. The )Joint In the particulat•
case to which he refers w11s the establishment of a station in netttral territory
by one of the belligerents. au act which the neutral undoubtedly may be required
to J]se dqe diligence to prevent. With regard to the trnusmlsslou of telegraphic
messages by private companies regularly engaged in such business, there would
appear to be no difference between the use of wireless telegmphy and the use of
land lines or submarine cables. ( YII Moore's Dig. Int. Law. p. 941.)

If a wireless apparatus is set up within the lines of a belligerent, or
in that high portion of the high seas which constitutes the actual
t}leater of naval operations, it is within the power of the enemy to
neutralize its operation by destroying the apparatus or by attempting
to interfere with the atmospheric transmission of electric vibrations.
The case is, in some respects, the same as that of using a balloon aR a
means of conveying dispatches. The enemy may use balloons, a~r
ships, or other aerial contrivances to interrupt such conveyance, or
the balloons may be fired upon; but the method of conveyance is
legitimate, and is none the less so because of the difficulty which the
~nemy encounters in his attempts to prevent or interrupt it. Neutral
subjects who attempt to install wireless apparatus in the theater of
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military or naval operations may be prevented from doing so by the
belligerent whose interests are likely to be prejudiced by its installation. But the neutral subject who makes such an attempt can not be
said to involve his government in the act of which he is guilty. It is
only when a neutral state allows its territory or waters to be used for
such a purpose that it becomes liable to be called to account, in its corporate capacity, for the rendition of unneutral services.
HOSTILITIES PRIOR '.PO DECLARATION OF WAR.

It is assumed that this question has been inscribed upon t.he pro.
gramme as a consequence of the action of Japan in beginning hos~
tilities against Russia in 1904 without prior declaration of war. The
facts in the case are as follows: Diplomatic relations with Russi:t
were severed by the Imperial Government of Japan on Febru~ry 6,
1904, in a note to that end which was delivered at the foreign office
in St. Petersburg and which contained the statement thatThe Imperial Government re:<ene to themselves the right to take sueb independent aetion as they may deem best to eonsolldate and defenJ theit· menaced
position, as well as to proteet their established rights and legitimate interests.
The merest ty;·o in diplomuey knows what this meant. It was a -distinct warning that hostilities might be expected at any moment, and the first blow was not
struck till about sixty hours after it had been given. (Lawrence, War and
Neutrality in the Far East. p. al-32.)

Late at night on February 8 the fleet of war vessels composing the
Rtissian Pacific squadron was attacked by Japanese torpedo boats in
the outer roadstead of Port Arthur. On the same day a force of
troops was landed from the Japanese squadron at Chemulpo, Korea,
und the Russian gunboat Koreetz assumed the offensive against
Admiral Uriu's squadron, which covered the landing of the Japanese
forces at the neutral port of Chemulpo. On February 9 the Russian cruisers V ariag and 11oreetz were attacked and destroyed by
Admiral Uriu's fleet in an engagement which took place off th·~
Polynesian Islands in the vicinity of Chemulpo. On February 10
a formal declaration of war was issued by Japan.
The modern practice which regards the commission of an overt act
of hostility as marking the outbreak of war between sovereign states
is well stated by General Halleck, who says, writing in· 1861:
It was customary. in former times, to preeede hostilities by a public declaration, eommunicated to the enemy. This was always done by the ancient
Greeks and Romans. The latter first sent the ehief of the fecialcs, called the
rmtcnJatratu .~. to demand satisfaction of the offending nation; and If, within
the space of thirty·thi'ee days. no satil'lfa('tory answer was returned, the herald
called the gods to witness the injustice, and eame away, saying that the Romans
would consider upon tbe menstll'es to be adopted. The matter was then referred
to the senate, and. when the Wlll' was resolved on, the herald was sent back
to the frontier to make dedaration in due form. Invasions, without such
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public notice, were looked upon as unlawful, and no nation was regarded as au
enemy of the Roman people until war was thus pnblicly declared against it.
By such scrupulous delieac~·. says Yattel, in the eouduct of her wars, Rome laid
a most solid foundation for her subsequent greatness. Dui·ing the Middle Ages,
and even as late as 1635, a declaration of war to the enemy, previous to beginning hostilities, was generall~· made, and indeetl .was required by th~ laws of
honour and chivalry.
But in modern times the prnctke of a formul declal'Ution to the enemy has
fallen Into entire disuse, the belllget·ents limiting themseh·es to a public declaration within their own territories and to their 6wn people. 'l'he latest example
of a public declaration to the enemy was that of Fmnee against Spain, at Bl'Ussels, In 1i35. by heralds-at-arms. according to the fot·ms observed during the
Middle Ages. For a long time, however, writers on public law were divided in
opinion with respect to the propriety of the modern practice of commencing
war without any formal declamtion to the enemy. Grotius, Pul'fendorf, Valin,
Emerigou and Yattel think that such declaration should be made, while
Byuket·shoek, Heineccius and more recent wrltet·s maintain· that. although such
deelamtion uwy very propet'ly be matle. yet it cannot be required as a matter
of right. Thet·e Is nothing in intel'llational jurisprudence, as now practised to
render such fot·mal declaration obligatory, and the present usage entirely dispenses with it. All, howe,·er, agree that thet·e should be some manifesto, or
publication, made within the territot·y of the State which declares the wur,
announcing the .existence of hostilities; and such manifesto, or publication,
usually sets forth the motives for commencing the war. Some such formal
act, proceeding from the competent authority, seems' necessary in order to
announce to the people at home, and to apprise neutral nations of, the war, for
their instruction and direction in respect to their intet·course with the enemy.
(I Halleck (Baker's Ed.), pp. 522-524.)

A very recent authority, Prof. J. Bassett Moore, in his International Law Digest, finds the modern rule to be thatIt is universally admitted that a formal declaration is not necessary to constitute a state of war. From this principle. howe,·er, au unnecessary and perhaps unwarranted inference Is often drawn. namely, that a nation may lawfully
or properly begin a war at nny time and under any circumstances, "'ith or without notice, in its own absolute discretion. Such a theory would seem to be altogether inadmissible. Although a c-ontest by force between nations may, no
matter how It may haYe been begun, constitute a state of wnt·. it by no means
follows that nations, in precipitating ~uch a condition of things. are not bound
by any principles of honor or good fal~h. If, for example, a nation, wishing to
absorb another, or to seize a part of its territory. should, without warnlng or
prior controversy, suddenly attack it, a state of war would undoubtedly follow,
but It could not be said that tile principles of honor and good faith enjoined by
the law of nations bad not been violated. ln other words, to admit that a state
of war exists Is by no menus to justify the mode by which It was brought about
or begun. Nor is the practice of fraud and deceit permitted by a state of war
supposed to be admissible in time of peace.
Vll Moore's Dig. Int. Law, p. 171.
Walker. Pub. Int. LRW, PRrt Jll, Ch. I, sec. 37.
l\Iannlug, Law of Nations (Amos's Ed.), Ch. III, p. 161.
Woolsey, Int. Law, sec. 120-121.
Wildman (Ed. 1850), Vol. II, pp. !l-8.
Dana's \Vheaton, Part IV, sec. 298.
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II Twiss. The Law of. Nations. sec. 35, p. 65.
I Guelle. Precis des Lois de Guerre, 36.
Halleck, Int. Law. Cb. XXII, sec. 3.
III Phllllmot·e, 85-105.
Hall, 374-382.
Lawrence, sec. Hil.
II Ortolan, 11-2-l.
The Prize Cases, ti7 U.s: (2 Black.), 635.
The Pedro (175 U. S .. 354).
Bakel' r. Gordon (2H Ind., 204).
·.rhe 7'eutouia ( 4 l'rh·y Uouneil. 171; Snow's Cases, 250).

It is proper to say that the view above stated has been reached by
the Supreme Court of the United States, and by the Privy Council
of England, in cases involving the legality of hostilities without
declaration. The view of the Supreme Court will be found in the
Prize Cases, which were decided in 1862. The substance of the decision appears in a note to Dana's Wheaton, in which it is said:
In the Prize Cani-'PS (Binek. II, tJH5), the coustruetioll of this elause of the
constitution was fully eonsidered. It was held that war was a certain state
or condition of thin~!':. and might be brought about by the net of one party.
Whenever war was to be initiat~d by an at't of the national will, that will
could be constitutionally expressed only by an Aet of Congt·ess; but, if war
was instituted by a foreign J'Ower, and p1·eeipitated upon the t?ountry, "the
President is not only nuthorized, but bound, to reHist fm·ee by force. He
does not initiate the war, but is bound to aeeept the ehallenge, without
waiting fol' any el-'pel'ial legislative authority. And, . whether the hostile
party be a foreign invader or States organized In rebellion, it is none the less
a war, although the del'lal'ation of it be unilateral." In conformity with
this principle, it was held that the prize courts could take jurisdiction jure belli
of captures made by the President's orderH, and udjudicate upon them In
accordance with the laws of war, although, at the time of the captures, war
had not been either dedared o1· re<:·ognized as existing, by any Act of Congress.
The coUI't considered thnt the state of things then exi<Jtlng, by the act of the
rebels, amounted to a war, and that it authorized the President to meet the war
of the rebels by the exereise of the war-powers of blocade and capture of
enemy's property, without an anteeedent.Act of Congress.
The minority of the eourt held that. although the President co'uld, In case
of Insurrection or invasion, by vil-tue of· the Acts of Congress of 1795 and 1807,
use the army, navy 1111<1 militia, to repel the lnvnsion or suppress the lrisurrectlon, yet sueh a stnte of things did not, in either case, amount to a war, in the
legal sense, so as to nuthorize the use of the powers of war, without an Act of
Congress either deelaring or recognizing its existence. 'l'hey seemed to consider that, until the pns!lnge of such an act, the cour~e of the government must
be a kind of coe1·eion of individuals, by municipal law, on a large scale. They
arrived, howeYer, at the same practical result with the majority, because they
regraded the Act of Congress of 1Hth July, 1861, before which few captures were
made, as sufficient for the purr.10se, although it did not in direct terms profess
to declare or reeognize a wnr. (Dana's Wheaton, p. 710, note 24tJ.)

A similar view will be found in the decision of the Privy Council
in the case of the Teutonia (4 Privy Council, 171; Snow's Cases, 250).
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Having regard to the great preponderance of authority in support
of the view that a status of belligerency is created by an overt act of
war, and that a formal declaration: of war is no longer regarded as
necessary, it would seem that the existing practice of the powers in
that respect should not be changed, .and that a proposition to require
a formal declaration of war to be issued, as a condition precedent to
a resort to hostilities, should not be regarded with favor.
NEUTRAL OBLIGATIONS ON LAND.

It may be said at the outset that the neutral obligations with which
a state becomes charged at the outbreak of war are equally applicable
on land and sea. Some of them are exclusively or chiefly applicable
on the high seas or in neutral territorial waters; others are operative
on land, but the standards of neutral obligation are the same in either
case. ·
The violations of neutrality of which belligerents have had occasion to complain in the past have chiefly related to certain acts of
. neutral states in giving asylum to ships or fleets, and in permitting
hostile expeditions to emerge from neutral ports; they have also
related to certain acts of neutral subjects in the conveyanc(' of contraband of war, or in engaging in trade with blockaded ports. In all
these cases, as the acts refer:red to took place either on the high seas
or in the territorial waters of a belligerent or neutral state, and as
the corresponding exercises of neutral rights or performance of neutral duties have taken place, as a rule, on the sea rather than on the
land, they are usually regarded as maritime undertakings and have
been discussed by text writers as incidents of maritime warfare.
It is as unlawful, however, for neutral states to violate their neutral
obligations or to permit those obligations to be violated on the land as
it is on the sea, and the rules of international law apply with equal
force to such violations upon whatever element, or under whatever
circumstances they may be committed. ·
There are some instances, however, in which neutral rights are
asserted or neutral duties violated habitually, if not exclusively, on
land. The rule forbidding the enlistment of troops, for example,
applies almost exclusively to acts committed on land, the operation of
the prohibition being to forbid neutral territory to be used as a
recruiting ground by either belligerent. The rules governing the
granting of asylum to troops fleeing from the enemy, and the prohibition as to the setting out of expeditions in neutral territory are
equally applicable to land and to maritime undertakings.
In the matter of contraband trade, the law of nations vests in a
belligerent the right to search neutral vessels on the high seas, or in
his territorial waters, or those of the enemy, and a similar right to
search is accorded him with a view to prevent trade with blockaded
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ports, and the rights of search and capture are invariably exercised
at sea.
'Vhile contraband trade may be carried forward on land, as well as
on the sea, and a belligerent may suffer equal or greater injury from
the prosecution of contrab~nd trade on land, the law of nations contains no specific provisions declaring land trade in contraband to be
unlawful, and it confers no right upon the belligerent to preven~ it.
He may stop and search vessels on the high seas, but he is not permitted to exercise that right in neutral waters, much less is he permitted to exercise it in neutral territory. If the land commerce
between belligerent and neutral territory is to be prohibited at all,
... the prohibition must be imposed by the neutral in whose territory
the trade originates, or from which it passes into the territory of the
belligerent. A belligerent who suffers in consequence of the existence
of such trade must rely upon the neutral state to preYent it. But I
have been unable to· learn that it has ever been attempted to restrict
or interrupt land commerce with a belligerent sa,;e in the case
already mentioned, in which the belligerent territory adjoining the
interr~,ational boundary is in the secure possession of an occupyin~
enemy. During' the Franco-Prussian war, the rail-borne commerce
between France and Italy and France and Spain, together with the
commerce which was carried through the seaports on the Mediterranean littoral, was not interrupted nor was the claim advanced that
it was subject to interruption. But trade between the French territory which adjoined Belgium and Switzerland, which was in German
occupation, was subjected to such restrictions as the German military
commanders saw fit to impose. It is conceded that maritime commerce, in articles not contraband of war, may continue to be carried
on with the nonblockaded ports of the enemy. In that view of the
case, it is difficult to see why land commerce should be interrupted or
prohibited, in the absence of a rule of international law vesting in a
belligerent jurisdiction or control of that form of commercial activity.
If the territory of the neutral state adjoins that of the belligerent,
commerce between the neutral and belligerent states in time of war
may be subjected to such restrictions as the belligerent may deem
necessary. If the theater of war lies in the vicinity of the boundary
line, the belligerent, in military occupation of the territory adjoining
the boundary, may exercise such control over trade coming into the
theater of war as he may deem necessary to prevent the enemy from
profiting by contraband trade.
The proposition may therefore be accepted that the control that is
vested in the belligerent to prevent neutrals from engaging in trade
with the enemy must be exercised on the high seas and can not be
exercised on land, save in territory that is in his secure military
occupation.
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THE REDUCTION OF ARMAl!rtENTS.

in his letter of June 7, 1906, to the Imperial Rus>;ian ambas;;ador,
the Secretary of State makes use of the following language:
This Gowrnment is not unmindful of the fad that the prople of the t:nitffi
States dwell in eomparath·e seeurity, partly by reason of their isolation nml
partly beeause the~· have never beeome involved in the numerous \]Uestions to
which many centuries of close neighborhood have given rise in Em·ope. They
are, therefore, free from the apprehensions of attaek which are to so g1·ent an
extent the cause of great armaments, and it would ill become them to be insistent
or forward in a matter so mueh more vital to the nations of Europe than to
them. Xevertheless, it sometimes happens that the very absenee of n special
interest in a subjeet enables a nation to make suggestions and urge oonsiderations which a more deeply interested nation might hesitate to present. The
Government of the United States, therefore, feels it to be its duty to resen·e
for itself the liberty to propose to the Seeond Peace Conference, as one of
the subjeets of consideration, the reduction or limitation of armaments, in the
hope that, if nothing further can be accomplished, some slight ad,·ance may be
made toward the realization of the lofty oonception which actuated the Emperor
of Russia in calling the First Conference. (Corres. Con. A Second Peace Conf.,
p. 30. )

To which, on November 12, 1906, the following reply was submitted.
m a memorandum from the Russian ambassador:
If the United States Government, in making the rese1·vations mentioned in
the note of the Secretary of State, had in view solely to reserve the right to
raise at the Seeond Peace Conference the two questions referred to in that note,
the Imperial Government ha,·e no objeetions whatever to otl'er, as they do not
oonsider it possible to prevent the representatives of any power invited to the
conference from submitting any proposal which their governments may consider
expedient, and as they hold that it wlll depend on the oonference itself to
determine whether such proposal comes within the range of the established
programme, and whether, therefore, it should be examined or not. (Ibid, p. 33.)

It has been the constant and steadfast policy of the United States,
since the adoption of the Federal Constitution, to maintain its permanent military establishment at a minimum in point of numerical
strength, but at a maximum in point of efficiency. The Regular
establishment at the organization of the Government under the Constitution consisted of 700 men. At the outbreak of the civil war,
three-quarters of a century later, the Army had reached a numerical
strength of 10,000 men, and the Act of July 29,1861, which authorized
a small increase in the permanent establishment for the period of
that war contained the requirement thatThe increase of the military establishment created or authorized by this act
Is deelared to be for service during the existing insurrection and rebelllon; and
within one year after the constitutional authority of the Government of the
United States shall be re-established and organized resistance to such authority
shall no longer exist, the military establishment may be reduced to a number not
exceeding twenty-five thousand men, unless otherwise ordered by Congress.
(Sec. 6, Act of July 29, 1861, 12 Stat L., 281.)
1084-07-5
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By the Act of July 28, 1866 (14 Stat. L., 223), the enlisted strength
of the Army was increased to about 50,000 men, and continued at
that strength until March 3, 1869, when the number of infantry
regiments was reduced to 25 (15 Stat. L., 318.) By the Act of July
15, 1870, the strength of the establishment was reduced to 30,000 men,
which was at one time to be exceeded. By the Act of June 1, 1874
( 18 Stat. L., 73), the strength of the Army was still further reduced
to 25,000 men, where it remained until the outbreak of the war with
Spain. The Act of April 26, 1898 (30 Stat. L., 364), which authorized
the raising of a volunteer force, and a considerable increase in the
strength of batteries and companies in the Regular Army, contained
the requirement thatAt the end of any war In which the United States may become Involved the
Army shall be reduced to a peace basis by the transfer In the same arm of the
service or nbsorption by promotion or honorable discharge under such regulations ns the Seet·etary of Wnr may establish of supernumerary commissioned
officers and the honorable discharge or transfer of supernumerary enlisted men ;
and nothing eontuined in this Act shall be construed as authorizing a permanent
lnerense of the comrnlssioned or enlisted force of the Regular Army beyond that
now provided by the law In forc-e prior to the passage of this Act. (Sec 7, Act
of Apr. 2G, 1898, 30 Stat. L., 365.)

It was also provided, as to the volunteer establishment raised for
the prosecution of the war with Spain, or for any other war in which
the United States might become engaged, thatThe Yolunteer Army shall be maintained only during the exlstenee of war, or
while war i>t imminent. and flhall be raised and organized, us in thls .Act provided. only after Congress has .or shall have authorized the President to raise
such a foree or to call into the aetuul service of the United States the militia of
the se,·eral States :_Provided, That all enlistments for the Volunteer Army shall
be for a term of two years, unle>ts sooner terminated, and that all officers and men
coutpo>till~ said army shall be di~wharged from the set·vice of the United States
when the purposes for which they wet·e called into service shall have been accomplil<hed. or on the eonclusion of hostilities. (See. 4, Act of Apr. 22, 1898. 30
Stat. L., 3Gl.)

A small increase in the strength of the Army, due to the existence
of an armed insmrection against the authority of the United States
in the Philippine Islands, was authorized by the Act of. March 2,
18Dfl, subject to the condition that the force so raisedShall continue in foree until July first, nineteen hundt·ed and one; and on and
after that dat~ all the general. stuff, and line officers appointed to the Army
under this Aet shall be diseharged and the numbers restored In ench grade to
those existin~r nt the.passu~re of this Act, and the enlisted force of the line of the
Army shall be reduced to the nurnber as provided for by a law prior to April
first, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, exclusive of such additions as have
been. or ma~· he. made under this Act to the artillery, and except the cadets
provided fot· hy this Act who may be appointed prior to July first, nineteen
hundred and one: (Sec. 15. Act of Mar. 2, 1899, 30 Stat. L., 979.)
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The permanent organization Act of February 2, 1901, contained
the following limitation in respect to the strength of the Regular
Army:
The total enlisted force of the line of the Army, together with such native
force, shall not exceed at any one time one hundred thousand. (Sec. 36, Act ot
Feb. 2, 1901, 31 Stat. L., 757.)

It is proper to say that, in giving execution to the foregoing enactment, the maximum limit authorized in the statute was never
reached, and the number fixed upon by the President to meet the
e~isting emergency in the Philippine Islands has since been made the
subject of Executive diminution, so that the regular establishment
now consists of about 70,000 men.
The increase in the strength of the coast and field artillery was
sanctioned by Congress at its last session, largely, if not solely, with a
view to provide a reasonable force of caretakers for the preservation
of the .costly artillery material which has recently been installed in
the seacoast defenses of the United ·States, and to enable a more
efficient tactical organization to be applied to the very moderate force
of field and mountain artillery which is maintained as a part of the
permanent establishment.
To sum up this point, it may be said that the Regular Army and
the organized militia, the latter being a force belonging to and habitually maintained by the States, aggregate considerably less than
200,000 men, an organization not more than adequate to the performance of the duties with which the Federal and State governments
are charged in their respective constitutions, in connection with the
execution of the laws, the maintenance of public order, and the suppression of insurrections against their authority.
In this view of the case, I think the conclusion must be reached
that the United States, in so far as its military establishment is concerned, is not a menace to international public order, and that its
standing army is not sufficient in point of strength to give occasion
for uneasiness to neighboring powers or to the world at large.
The same can truthfully be said of the naval defenses of the
United States. The strength and composition of its naval establishment is determined by a number of considerations having to do with
the extent of its coasts, the defense of its insular possessions, and the
protection of its commercial and maritime interests from unwarranted aggression. In other words, the extent and importance of the
interests, with the defense of which the Government of the United
States is charged, determine the size and character of its naval estab- ·
lishment. When its fleet has reached such a point in numbers and
eomposition as to make it reasonably certain that its defensive needs
have been fully met, its further expansion will be desisted from.
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The traditions and tendencies of the Government and people of the
United States are essentially pacific, its continental development has
long since been reached, and it abides in peace with the neighbors
whose territories are coterminous with its own. Its naval and military establishments are relatively small and are restricted to its
defensive needs. The personnel of the Army and Navy are obtained
by a system of volunteer enlistments and, in time of peace, it makes
no demands upon its citizens for compulsory service, and it resorts
to conscription only in the emergency of public war. The peaceful
disposition of its inhabitants and its traditional relations of amity
with the states of the civilized world would seem to warrant the
belief that a suggestion looking to some mitigation of the existing
burden of military expenditure might with great propriety originate
with a power whose relations with the great states of the world have
been those of constant and unswerving friendliness. For these reasons it is thought that such a suggestion coming from the del!lgation
of the United States would bring the matter to the attenion of the
conference in such a way as to minimize the embarrassment to which
such a suggestion, by whomsoever offered, would inevitably give rise.
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